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EDITORIAL
This column was going to be about how nice it was
to visit San Antonio for the ABC show last month
(although it was very warm for a Brit), meeting up with
few old friends and making new acquaintances. I was
then going to lead into how much I’m looking forward
to TriMega and Independent Stationers’ EPIC show
next month, before somehow seamlessly segueing
into thanking all those who completed our reader
survey and discuss a little of what you had to say.
But that will have to wait.
Once again, just as we were about to go to press,
there were yet more developments in the ongoing
saga involving the future of wholesaler Essendant. It
now appears that the final outcome may be in sight.
The financial muscle of Staples’ private equity owner
Sycamore Partners was always likely to be a decisive
factor and sure enough a sweetened offer of $12.80
a share was enough to force the Essendant board to
recognize that, in terms of shareholder value at least,
the Staples bid probably had the edge.
It’s hard to see the deal in such cold, financial terms
however. What this projected outcome might mean
for the IDC is still anybody’s guess. As mentioned in
our news pages, SPR is confident that there will be
opportunities going forward and it’s very possible that
quite a number of independents will jump ship from
a Staples-owned Essendant—if, indeed, it continues
to operate as a wholesaler in the traditional way. If it
doesn’t, what will a one-wholesaler market look like?
The you have to wonder how Office Depot will
respond to the news…by ramping up its own
acquisition program perhaps?
So, while a key question might have been answered
(although nothing is set in stone) uncertainty remains.
What is for sure is that we will be discussing potential
scenarios, strategies and synergies within the pages
on INDEPENDENT DEALER over the next few months,
I invite you all to contribute to that discussion.

Chicago-area’s BOS recognizes 70
years of growth

Roselle, Illinois-based BOS began as the John F. Kirk Company in
1948 as a Haworth furniture dealer. The year was significant as it
was the same year Haworth started in business and Kirk was its first
dealership. “It was family run back when it started,” said George
Lucas Pfeiffer, executive vice president at BOS. “Both Haworth and
BOS turned 70 this year.”
Ownership stayed with the Kirk family until early this century.
Kirk’s daughter Carol and son-in-law Hal Weibel purchased the
dealership in 1975. In 1978 the company was renamed Business
Office Systems (BOS).
In 2001, BOS acquired another furniture dealership, Affordable
Office Interiors (AOI), which was founded by George Lucas’s
father, George Pfeiffer. Where BOS is an aligned Haworth dealer
and at least three-quarters of sales are workspace solutions from
Haworth or Haworth-owned companies, AOI is independent. In the
Chicagoland area, Affordable Office Interiors focuses on smaller and
medium-sized businesses.
The two businesses complement each other. “When a BOS client
moves or opens a new facility, they often need help removing their

CLICK HERE to see why
independent dealers are
supporting the great work
done by City of Hope
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existing furniture,” said George Lucas. AOI decommissions the furniture and
resells it as used or refurbished. “The value that AOI brings to the table has
resonated with a lot of our customers,” he said. “It helps differentiate us from
our competition.”
Hal Weibel appointed George Pfeiffer as CEO in 2010, at which point
George merged AOI and BOS and when Hal retired in 2012, the dealership
converted to a 100% employee-owned (ESOP) company.
Since the merger, the holding company, BOS Holdings (BOSH), has
developed new businesses and expanded its area of influence to include
AOI operations in Madison and Milwaukee, Wisconsin and a separate
installation company, Business Office Systems Installation (BOSI).
In 2016, BOSH acquired Florida Business Interiors in Lake Mary, Florida
and rebranded that dealership to BOS Orlando.
“Modern workplaces have changed so drastically in the last few years
that when people walk into our showroom their intent is to do more than buy
furniture,” said George Lucas. “They want to attract talent, boost their culture
and create wellness in the workspace,” he contends.
With that in mind, BOSH has diversified its product and service offering
to serve verticals such as healthcare, higher education, government,
hospitality, A&D, real estate and project management firms. The company
also now has a modular walls division.
2016 also saw the addition of Workplace Digital to the dealership to help
clients align their physical and digital workspaces. The division also offers
brand, marketing and content solutions. The intent is to leverage digital
opportunities to maximize available space.
“We use the fact that we are 70 years old as one of our differentiators
in client presentations. We’re confident when we say we’re the most
experienced team in the Midwest,” said George Lucas.

Massachusetts furniture dealer BBE
rides reader poll to success

Congratulations are in order for BBE Office
Interiors, Pittsfield, Massachusetts, which
was recently recognized as a “Best of
the Berkshires” business as selected by
readers of The Berkshire Eagle in its annual
reader poll.
“Readers voted on different business
categories and the category we won was
office supplies,” said Don Proskin, vice
president at BBE. A follow up event, open
to the public, featured 80 companies
selected as Best of the Berkshires and
BBE was an attendee.
The evening event was well attended and the BBE booth was busy all
evening long. “People enjoyed the balance chairs that we brought and our
sit-to-stand tabletop risers were a big hit,” said Dan.
“We had a significantly higher response from potential customers and
raised awareness in the community that we carried these products locally,”
said Dan.
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Colorado dealer
Rhino Office
Products honored
for furniture sales

Readers of the Colorado Springs
Business Journal recently voted
Rhino Office Products of Colorado
Springs as the best source for
office furniture. “Subscribers
who participated in a readers’
poll awarded us with Best Office
Furniture Company,” said owner
Jim Arnstein.
More than 300 participants
turned out to recognize the
winners at a special celebration.
“We’re honored to celebrate the
businesses that are contributing
to local economic success in
Southern Colorado,” said Amy
Sweet, publisher and executive
editor of the magazine.
Rhino promoted its selection as
Best Office Furniture Company
on its Facebook page and invited
all who viewed to consider
Rhino as their source for office
furniture along with all their other
office products needs. “We took
advantage of our selection, let
customers know and hopefully
we can get some good leads on
furniture projects,” said Jim.
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PACK. LABEL. SHIP.

Shipping Labels
There are shipping labels, and then there are Avery
Shipping Labels. We’ve built a solid reputation in the
business, with labels featuring a variety of shapes,
sizes and innovative features—all backed by our
smudge-free, jam-free guarantee. And with free
design templates on Avery Design & Print, it’s easy to
customize your labels for a professional look.

To learn more visit avery.com/ship
©2018 Avery Products Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
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KY dealers Kerr Office Group and
Office Environment Co. to merge
Two of Kentucky’s leading independents, Kerr Office Group (KOG) and Office
Environment Company (OEC) announced last month that they are merging.
In a joint statement, KOG president Brian Kerr and OEC president Tricia Burke said
KOG is purchasing the assets and goodwill of OEC.
OEC is the third Kentucky independent to come under the KOG umbrella in recent
years, following similar deals with businesses in Campbellsville and Hopkinsville.
Said Brian, “The merger with Office Environment Company significantly expands
Kerr Office Group’s existing presence within Kentucky. In addition to gaining entry
into the Louisville market, Office Environment Company is a Haworth dealer that will
provide an excellent platform upon which to grow our contract furniture business.
“We believe we can provide customers of Office Environment Company with a
broader array of services, including Canon copiers, IPC janitorial equipment, janitorial
supplies, managed network and print service capabilities as well as residential interior
design and furnishings.”
“I am excited for the opportunities afforded our customers and employees through
our merger with Kerr Office Group,” commented Tricia. “We will be an even stronger
independent dealer with the additional capabilities that this merger brings us. As we all
know, the only constant is change. I feel very positive about this new direction.”
Integration of the two companies is scheduled to occur over the next three months
and is expected to increase topline sales at KOG by about 65%, Brian indicated.
He said he and Tricia will be working together to blend best practices from each
company and aim to build a stronger and more profitable company together.
Current OEC chairman Kelly Burke, an industry veteran with over 46 years’ service at
the dealership, is retiring and Tricia will join the KOG management team. KOG will also
maintain the OEC showroom and distribution center in Louisville, Brian explained.
“We are very excited about the path we are on and looking for additional dealerships
that are a good fit, profitable and come with good people,” Brian said. “I absolutely
love what I do, I’m very grateful to our incredible KOG team and to the dealer
community in general and I’m looking forward to what the future holds!”

Indiana dealer Office360, acquires
Francis Office Supply of Piqua, Ohio

Office360, Indianapolis has acquired Francis Office Supply of Piqua, Ohio. Francis
Office Supply had been in business under its current ownership since 2000, when
Ken Heath, Dean Lyman and Joe Feeser purchased the company from Harold
“Spin” Francis.
“The current Francis retail space in Piqua will be converted into an Office360
furniture showroom,” said Abbey DiSano, marketing specialist. Former Francis
employees will work out of the existing warehouse in Piqua, which joins the other
Office360 warehouse operations in South Bend, Ft. Wayne, and Richmond,
Indiana. “Several of the current Francis employees will join the Office360 team to
jointly serve customers as a region-wide operation,” said Abbey.
“This will be our sixth acquisition since our founding in 2008,” said Steve
Nahmias, president. “We’re excited about this transaction as we feel we will be
better able to serve our office products customers by leveraging buying power
and operational efficiency with the new company.”
SEPTEMBER 2018
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Runco Office
Supply of Illinois
Acquires West
Suburban OP of
Elmhurst
Runco Office Supply, Elk Grove
Village, Illinois, has acquired
West Suburban Office Products of
Elmhurst, Illinois. “West Suburban
was founded in 1936 and was
second-generation owned,”
said Dave Stock, Runco vice
president. “We were very friendly
with owner John Rathje and when
he was ready he let us know.” The
acquisition closed on July 1.
West Suburban came with
several characteristics that made
the acquisition near ideal. The
sales volume—approaching $1
million—would be incremental
for Runco and the geographic
proximity means that many of the
accounts are in the same delivery
area as Runco.
West Suburban has a retail store
in Elmhurst which will be retained.
The store includes sales of fine
writing instruments including Cross
which is a new vendor for Runco.
“West Suburban also did a little
more state work than us,” said
Dave. “That is something we hope
to explore.”
“The world is changing right in
front of us, and we are looking to
grow,” he added.
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Reliable
Results
Multipurpose, everyday paper
for great results — every time.
© 2017 Domtar Inc. All rights reserved. Xerox® and Xerox and Design® are trademarks of Xerox Corporation in the United States and/or other countries
and is used under license from Xerox Corporation. Domtar is the trademark licensee of Xerox® Papers and Specialty Media in the United States and Canada.
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Minnesota-based Innovative Office Solutions
helps break Guinness backpack record

Often, when it comes to donating school backpacks it is not really about the numbers.
No matter how many backpacks get delivered, what counts is the smile on the faces
of children who can start a new school year armed with the supplies they need.
But if your backpack program comes with the opportunity to set a new landmark
in the form of a Guinness World Record, then there’s no question that numbers
are important.
In mid-August Innovative Office Solutions, Burnsville, Minnesota, assisted with an
effort to break the world record for the number of backpacks stuffed and delivered.
‘We provided 10,000 numbered wrist-bands – required for the counting of the
world record – which bore the logo of our non-profit
InSports Foundation,” reports Jason Player, CIO and
CMO at Innovative. The dealership also connected
some of its customers with the effort to help with
backpack distribution.
The event was organized by Simon Says Give,
a nonprofit that engages youths who want to be
involved in helping others. And that’s exactly what
they did!
With an enthusiastic assist from 160 volunteers
working away at the Mall of America, a grand total
of 8,148 backpacks were packed in three hours to
beat the prior record of 8,000 backpacks.

Carolinas dealer FSIoffice rewards teachers
for classroom excellence
With the school year getting underway it’s the perfect time to recognize the
outstanding contributions to their communities that teachers make. For the ninth
season, FSIoffice, Charlotte, North Carolina, and the Carolina Panthers football team
are honoring outstanding teachers in the Carolinas through their special Teacher of
the Week program.
“Each week from August through October nominations for Teacher of the
Week are obtained from our online nomination form,” explains Kim Leazer, vice
president/sales at FSIoffice. All nominees receive a sample pack to congratulate
them on their nominations.
“We typically get close to 2,000 nominations,” said Kim. Every teacher gets a copy
of who nominated them, what was said about them on the nomination form with a
letter congratulating them and some materials for their classroom. More than 800
schools in the Carolinas have had teachers nominated, Kim reports.
Each weekly group is whittled down to 10 teachers who receive a large box of
supplies and a congratulatory letter, with the community voting online to select the
winners. The weekly winner receives $500 worth of supplies and two tickets to an
upcoming Panthers game.
At the game, the ultimate winner in the program, the Teacher of the Year, will be
announced and $5,000 worth of supplies will be donated to their school.
“We started doing this to bring attention to outstanding teachers,” said Kim. “We
wanted to highlight teachers who go above and beyond and hopefully encourage all
teachers by example.”
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Arkansas dealer
expands school
backpack
donation
Back to school is always a busy
time for dealers. Steve Pawloski,
president of Arkansas Office
Products, Jacksonville, Arkansas,
has contributed backpacks to
local community schools for the
past six years, and this last year
he hit on a way to contribute more
backpacks—have customers
purchase them.
Customers could buy
backpacks at Steve’s cost. “if
they bought 50 backpacks they
got to choose the school where
they would be donated,” he said.
“First Arkansas Bank and Edge
Realty donated 50 each so they
could name their school.” Another
customer paid for 20 backpacks.
“We ended up donating 300
backpacks that went to the five
elementary schools in town,” said
Steve. They were delivered over
two days and the sponsors would
come to the school they picked,
help unload and pose for a photo.
Next year Steve will try to
get even more customers to
participate and plans to see about
adding food items to backpack
contents.
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Top 10 Things to Look for
in an ERP Solution
Build Your Brand Like A Pro
How simple is it for you to run your day-to-day office operations? How about your
ecommerce solution?
Many dealers like you face the challenges of deciding which software to run their
business and which software to run their ecommerce website. Your business depends
on this decision, and so do your customers.
When you evaluate ERP software, make sure you are offered both capabilities, so you
can seamlessly run your back-office and ecommerce site in one easy-to-use solution.
Choose the ERP solution that covers what is most important to you, your business, and
your customers.

To help simplify your decision, here are the
top 10 things to look for in an ERP solution!
SEE THE TOP 10 LIST

CONTACT US TODAY TO LEARN MORE
866.374.3221 l info@ecisolutions.com l www.ecisolutions.com/red-falcon
©2018 ECi, Red Falcon, and the ECi Red Box logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of ECi Software Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Give Something
Back lends a hand
to those impacted by
California wildfires

This year’s wildfire season in California
set new records, with over a million
acres of land burned, close to 50 people
killed or injured and thousands left
homeless.
As Mike Hannigan and his team
at Oakland, California-based Give
Something Back watched the
devastation, they decided to do
something to help those affected by
the fires.
“One of our employees working
with community organizations in the
Livermore area thought we could use
some of our trucks to deliver food
and relief supplies,” said Mike, Give
Something Back president.
The organizations had collected food
and other supplies to deliver to the fire
zone in mid-August. “He came to me
and asked if we could lend our trucks
and maybe even drive them on Saturday
and Sunday,” said Mike. “I said yeah,
let’s make it happen.”
Mike volunteered to be one of the
drivers, and he and two other Give
Something Back employees drove
the trucks over. The trucks were
loaded on a Saturday and driven to
Lakeport, California on Sunday. On
Monday morning they were back at the
dealership ready for deliveries.
“We delivered 10,000 pounds of food
and a couple of pallets of diapers, which
are a critical need in areas like that,” said
Mike. “All it cost us was few hundred
dollars for fuel.”
Underused resources are deployed
regularly at Give Something Back.
Earlier in the summer, trucks and
employees were deployed over several
weekends to help a nonprofit with a
much-needed move to a new facility. “It
doesn’t take a fire to get things going, it
happens on a regular basis,” said Mike.
SEPTEMBER 2018

New leadership at
Cincinnati furniture
dealership Loth
Keith Weyler is the new president of Loth
Holdings LLC, a furniture, design and
workplace solutions company founded
in 1891. The dealership is based in
Sharonville, Ohio, just outside Cincinnati.
Weyler succeeds Rick Naber, president since 2006, who is now moving into
a senior adviser role as part of Loth’s succession planning.
Weyler joined Loth in March 2016 as chief financial officer. In his new role,
he will have responsibility for all of Loth’s operating units in the Cincinnati
market. Prior to Loth, Weyler served as senior vice president of finance and
treasury for CNG Financial Corp.
“I am honored and excited by the opportunity to lead a company with
Loth’s legacy and over 126 years of history in our city,” Weyler said in a
news release. “Loth is well positioned for continued growth with a team of
passionate employees.”

Michigan dealer DBI works with customer
to deliver backpacks to schools
In Lansing, Michigan, DBI recently teamed up with one of its customers to
make backpack assembly and distribution a joint effort. For the second year
in a row DBI worked with the Board of Water and Light to fill and distribute
800 backpacks.
The backpacks and contents were ordered from Essendant, and DBI and
the Board of Power and Light split the cost and split the backpacks. Groups
of employees met one evening in August at the Lansing Brewing Company
to assemble the backpacks. Each group filled 400 backpacks.
They were then distributed to more than 20 schools in central and lower
Michigan. “Both of us came back with a list of schools from our employees,”
said Benjamin Klaver, director of marketing at DBI.
“Based on the size of the schools we decided how many backpacks would
go to each school,” said Benjamin “Our plan is to do the same thing next
year and hopefully fill 1,000 backpacks.”
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MAKE BRIGHT IDEAS

LOOK BRILLIANT
Boise POLARIS® Premium Papers are exceptionally bright and highly versatile.

They’ll deliver impressive print and excellent imaging when it matters most to your customers.

BoisePaper.com
Boise Paper and Boise POLARIS are trademarks of Boise White Paper, L.L.C. or its affiliates.
For more information on Boise Paper’s trademark use, go to:
http://www.BoisePaper.com/TermsofUse/#Trademarks.
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Tennessee dealer COS hosts
cookout for City of Hope

Mid-summer is a great time
for a cook out as the folks
at COS Business Products
& Interiors, Chattanooga,
Tennessee, demonstrated
in fine fashion recently,
when they participated in a
Cross Country Cookout in
support of City of Hope.
At the event, COS
welcomed riders
from another City of
Hope fundraiser, the
Deflecto-sponsored
“Ride for Hope” charity
motorcycle ride, who
were on their way from
Indianapolis to Lake
Oconee in Georgia. “Riders
stopped here and we held
a cookout for them and
our employees in support
of their efforts,” said Skip

Ireland, COS president.
COS contributed $1,000
to the Deflecto riders’
fundraising efforts.
COS was just one of many
independents that took
part in the Cross Country
Cookout. Skip served on
a committee with other
dealers to develop ideas for
great dealer participation
in City of Hope fundraising
activities and the cookout
effort was one of the
programs they came up
with.
“Participating dealers get
a kit with an apron, chef’s
hat and donation boxes,”
said Skip. “Our job was to
just build awareness for
the City of Hope within the
office products industry.”

Arkansas dealer Burris Office
Products works with Junior
Auxiliary on school supplies
distribution

Working with the Russellville Junior Auxiliary, Burris
Office Products, Russellville, Arkansas, helped
assemble 351 backpacks filled with school supplies for
Russellville Elementary Schools.
The Russellville Junior Auxiliary has been doing this
for a long time,” said Troylynn McSpadden, owner
and general manager at Burris. There never used to
be a budget or much money for this project but more
recently the Auxiliary has
dedicated fund raising
projects and spends
about $4,000 on Project
School Supplies.
“I sell them supplies
at cost and then deliver
them so Auxiliary
members can assemble
them,” said Troylynn.
“This is just a small way
that we can pay back
Russellville,” she added.
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Did you miss out on the
Back-To-School supply list business
in your area?

Contact us to find out how
FriendsOffice in Ohio and
Tierney’s in KC generated over
$120,000 in sales this season!
A turnkey software program for Dealers to create
Pre-packed School Supply Kits for Elementary School Students
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JKILIES@CLASSKIT.COM

866-723-6574
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Security CardHolders
Personalized. Easy to read. Secure.
DURABLE offers varied, comprehensive solutions
for ID card storage which not only facilitates usage,
but also protects the cards against external
influences. Because personal data is precious.

$20

SPECIAL OFFER
Receive a $20 Target gift card
when you make a qualifying
purchase of select security card
holders. Call 800-273-3118
for more details.

DEALERS will recieve an
additional 20% OFF everyday
low pricing on direct orders
from Sep 1 – Dec 31, 2018. Call
800-273-3118 for more details.
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Michigan dealer, The Office
Connection, donates backpacks to local schools

Nebraska dealer Eakes supports
school supply drive
If it’s early August, it’s time to think about school supplies.
Eakes Office Solutions, Lincoln, Nebraska, picked the time to
partner with a local TV station and popular restaurant chain to
help spur school supply donations.
The ‘Stuff the Bus’ campaign united Eakes with the Raising
Cane’s restaurant and Channel 8 KLKN-TV to get the word
out in support of a school supplies drive. All three businesses
wanted as many students as possible to start the school year
with a complete offering of school supplies.
“We parked a school bus and an Eakes truck in the parking
lot at Raising Caine’s,” said Vicki Tautenhan, managing
partner at Eakes. The effort ended up with a truckload of
school supplies for distribution to local schools.

Also on the backpack bandwagon this summer was the
Office Connection in Farmington Hills, Michigan, who
worked with Volunteers of America for the second year
in a row to distribute backpacks to area school children.
The Office Connection combined donations from
customers and staff along with vendor partners to
acquire the necessary supplies. The Highlands Group,
Midwest Group, House of Dolittle and Crayola all made
donations,
reports Megan
Collins, who
works on
marketing for
The Office
Connection.
“A new, full
backpack is not
only thrilling for
the children who
receive it, but
can make all the
difference in their
self-confidence
and school
performance,”
said Megan

In memoriam: Joan Miller of Business Interiors
Joan Miller, founder and chairman of the board at Business
Interiors in Arlington, Texas, died August 21. She was 87.
Joan’s passion for design, her business focus and strong
leadership formed what has become one of the leading
companies in the office furniture industry, as well as a
nationally recognized woman-owned business.

SEPTEMBER 2018

The company has won numerous awards from
customers, vendors and other organizations including
Women’s Business Enterprise of the Year three times from
the Women’s Business Council—Southwest. In 1982,
Joan’s daughter Kathy White joined the company as data
processing manager, later becoming VP of finance and
eventually CEO.
Joan was also active in many organizations in Tarrant
County (Texas), including Tarrant County United Way, Girls
Club of Arlington and the Soroptimist Club. She also served
on the board of directors of a local bank.
Joan is survived by her husband and industry legend,
James (Jim) Miller, three children and eight grandchildren. In
lieu of flowers, the family has requested that contributions be
made in Joan’s honor to Kidney Texas or Catholic Charities
of Ft. Worth.
https://kidneytexas.org/
https://www.catholiccharitiesfortworth.org/
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SECRETS of success
Beckley’s Office Products,
Rochester, Minnesota
Competitive challenges are the bane
of every independent’s’ existence,
whether it’s a matter of matching a
competitor’s price, stocking special
products for customers or going out of
the way to make a delivery or otherwise
offer outstanding service.
Beckley’s Office Products,
Rochester, Minnesota, is known for
its service, says Greg Schliesman,
co-owner with his brother Kevin. “Our
slogan has always been ‘Known for
our service since 1947’,” says Greg.
“We’re competing against Staples
or Depot—we’ve got to be known for
taking care of people.”
Beckley’s has been taking care of
customers for more than 70 years.
The dealership started out selling
machines and furniture and over the
years added office supplies, janitorial
and break room, and most recently
promotional products.
Changes in the office products
market make competitive challenges
interesting. The top priority is to
achieve growth in every category.
“Because it’s new we are pushing
promotional products hard,” says
Greg. “But it’s everything. It’s ‘be there’
for the customer.”
Office supplies account for the
highest share of sales but other
categories, especially furniture,
generate more profit. “Supplies
provide our biggest numbers but not
the biggest profit area,” says Kevin.
“I always think of it this way, the
day-to-day bills are probably paid by
supplies, but when we end up having
a good year it was more likely a good
year for furniture.”
Over the past decade, mobile
shredding has also established itself as
an important offering that extends the
mix of services available from Beckley’s.
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“We noticed we were losing out
as banks started to use shredding
services,” says Greg. “Our customers
asked us if we were interested in
getting into the shredding business.”
The service was offered on a
trial basis; that soon changed as
demand for the service soon became
apparent. “It was an additional service
we could offer to a customer we
already were selling to,” he says.
The dealership has two mobile
shredding trucks that are on the street
about 75 percent of the time. “They
have scheduled routes where they
pick up from specific customers,”
explains Kevin. ” Larger users such as
banks might be scheduled for pickups
every two or three weeks. Other
customers only require the service
once or twice a year.
“Shredding continues to grow,”
says Kevin. At the same time, every
effort is made to maintain and grow
the existing supplies and furniture
business. “Our best potential for growth
is probably janitorial, promotional and
our shredding business,” says Greg.
Further helping to fuel that growth is the
dealership’s services offering, including
a machine repair department.
“In a throwaway world, we still provide
service,” says Kevin. Most competitors,
especially big box suppliers,
don’t offer repair services.
“When you sell toner you
can tell customers that you
have a service department
to take care of their laser
printers. That sets you
apart from the rest.
“We try to be a
complete source for
people,” continues Kevin.
He contends that many
competitors only offer a
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Key Management: Greg and Kevin
Schliesman
Products Carried: Office supplies,
office furniture, office machines,
mobile shredding, Jan/San,
promotional items
Year Founded: 1947
Sales Volume: $4 million
No. of Employees: Nine
Key Business Partners: HP,
Independent Stationers, Trendway,
Groupe Lacasse
www.beckleysinc.com
catalog and a website. He mentions
Staples and Office Depot, which he
says have great websites and catalogs
but tend to offer little more.
“If customers call us looking for
chairs and ask if we can recommend
something, we’re not going to show
them a picture in a catalog,” says
Kevin. “We’re going to take that chair
out there so they can actually sit in it
and see what they think of it. Someone
who doesn’t provide additional
services isn’t really setting themselves
apart from the big box stores.”
At the same time, though, the
Schliesmans recognize the need for an
up-to-date website if they are to be truly
competitive in today’s environment.
“We have the facility where customers
can order online, but if you call or
send an email you know you will reach
someone who knows who you are,”
says Kevin. “It is not going to be a call
center or a customer service person
across the country. They know that it
goes to us, and we will answer it and
get back to them.”
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Staples takes upper hand in
Essendant merger deal

The boardroom battle for wholesaler Essendant seemed to
be reaching its endgame as INDEPENDENT DEALER went
to press, with Staples looking to be the likely victor.
The developments follow an improved offer from Staples
of $12.80 per share in cash, an increase from its previous
offer of $11.50 and the delivery to Essendant of a merger
agreement signed by Staples.
The Essendant board then issued a press release on
September 10, stating that it deemed that the new offer
constituted a “Superior Proposal” to the S.P. Richards
deal, as defined in the original merger agreement between
Essendant and SPR owner Genuine Parts Company (GPC).
It went on to say that Essendant intended to terminate
the SPR merger agreement and sign the one delivered
by Staples. Under the terms of previous agreement, that
statement triggered a three business day period, during
which GPC could propose amendments to its original offer.
Within a matter of hours, however, GPC released a

If you have news to share - email it to
news@IDealerCentral.com

statement that it continued to believe that its own offer was,
in fact, a superior proposal and that it would not be making
any counterproposals.
This would appear to leave Staples very much in
the driver’s seat to acquire the wholesaler. Essendant
stockholders were due to meet on October 5 to approve
the issuance of shares for the S.P. Richards transaction,
although it was unclear at press time as to whether that
meeting would take place.
According to GPC, if Essendant does indeed terminate
the merger agreement it will be required to pay a $12
million fee. It also suggested that if the deal does not go
through, S.P. Richards could flourish in the aftermath of an
Essendant/Staples deal.
“We believe that the prospects for S.P. Richards remain
strong and that there is significant opportunity for S.P.
Richards to grow and deepen its relationships with both
independent dealers and other customer channels,” read
the company’s statement. “As such, we are confident in our
ability to drive growth and profitability for S.P. Richards and
to support value creation for GPC shareholders.”

BSA honors Rowsey, Templet and Beacham at 2018 Annual Forum

As reported in last month’s INDEPENDENT DEALER, Michael Rowsey, Joe Templet and Wayne Beacham were presented
with awards at the BSA Annual Forum in Indianapolis.Here they are pictured with their wives: Cindy Rowsey and her
husband Michael, who was presented with the BSA Leadership Award, Lifetime Achievement award winnner Joe Templet
and his wife Vicki, and Lucy Beacham and her husband Wayne, 2018 Legend of the Industry honoree.
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99.99% Jam-Free
Performance*

Georgia-Pacific stands behind the performance of Spectrum ® papers.
When used how they are intended, our papers perform. It’s that simple.

Your Complete Paper Needs Wrapped Up...Simple.

*GP’s performance guarantee is based on rigorous testing completed on our Spectrum® Standard 92 line of papers by Buyers Laboratory.
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SPR challenges dealers to
‘re-envision, re-invent and
re-invigorate’ at 2018 ABC
At S.P. Richards’ 2018 Advantage Business Conference
(ABC) last month in San Antonio the wholesaler
challenged dealers to “Re-envision, Re-invent and
Re-invigorate” their businesses and with the current cloud
of uncertainty looming over the U.S. wholesaling channel
showing no sign of clearing any time soon, that challenge
seemed particularly timely.
SPR’s current tug-of-war with Staples/Sycamore
Partners over fellow wholesaler Essendant was obviously
a hot topic of conversation for attendees throughout the
three-day event and top SPR execs Bryan Wight, SVP
of sales and marketing, and President/CEO Rick Toppin
didn’t shy away from addressing the issue at the opening
session, although they pointed out that disclosure rules
limited what they could say. They did, however, underline
SPR’s commitment to serve and partner with the IDC
whatever the outcome of the ongoing negotiations.
In his opening remarks, Wight issued something of
a rallying cry to the IDC, albeit tempered with a note of
caution. Small businesses provide the backbone of the
U.S. economy, he said, and independent dealers are at
the heart of that demographic. “Since the recession, from
2009-2011, small businesses have accounted for 67% of
net new jobs,” he proclaimed. “You should be proud of
who you are and what you do. You and your businesses
are what our fuels our economy. We also need to be
honest with ourselves. The competition we face today is
more technologically driven and more disruptive than any
competition we have ever faced.”
This point led into the key theme of the session, which
revolved around theories developed in the 2017 book

SEPTEMBER 2018

Blue Ocean Shift by W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne,
and spoke to the need for business to move away from
the so-called “bloody red ocean” of crowded, competitive
sectors and into the “clear blue ocean” offered by new,
uncontested marketplaces.
In an informative and entertaining presentation, keynote
speaker Peter Sheahan offered several examples of
leading companies that had adapted their business
strategies to create new revenue by predicting,
understanding and addressing customer needs in the
modern, technology-driven age.
For Rick Toppin, SPR’s clear blue waters are to be found
by plotting a course of product diversification, with a focus
on its proprietary brands and assisting dealers with their
direct-buy strategies.
Other benefits of the merger, Toppin went on, included:
• Continued investment, resulting in greater value for
resellers, suppliers and shareholders
• Increased product assortment, supporting more
branding and private label products
• Enhanced capabilities to provide innovative solutions to
the IDC in the shape of marketing and analytics to help
drive user demand
• A consolidated distribution network with greater
efficiencies

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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January 26 – 29, 2019
Frankfurt, Germany

The visionary office.

Explore the office of tomorrow –
book your ticket now!
The visionary office brings together the most important
developments in commercial office supplies at a single
venue. Discover the latest products, international procurement trends and future-oriented office concepts –
from writing and drawing instruments to IT peripherals.
Pick up new ideas and use the Business Matchmaking
programme at the industry’s largest meeting place to
drive your business forward.
paperworld.messefrankfurt.com

info@usa.messefrankfurt.com
Tel. +1 770 984 80 16
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Concluding the opening session was the presentation
of the first of the North American Office Products Awards
(NAOPAs) as S.P. Richards veteran Jim O’Brien received
the Industry Achievement trophy from SPR’s SVP of sales
Don Mikolasy.
The final five awards had to wait until the following
afternoon, when OPI director Janet Bell took the stage
to announce the lucky winners. Young Executive of the
Year went to Myers Jordan of Herald Office Solutions of
Dillon, South Carolina, while Professional of the Year was
presented to Yancey Jones, Jr. of The Supply Room in
Ashland, Virginia.

Meanwhile the three product-based awards were
distributed as follows:
Business Product of the Year
MMF Industries –TruVue Verification System
Innovation of the Year
3M – Post-it Extreme Notes
People’s Choice
ACCO Brands – Swingline Stack-and-Shred Auto Feed
Shredder, SmarTech-enabled 750X, 600X, 300X
Next year’s ABC will take place August 7-10 in San Diego.

The Only In-depth Sales and Operations

OFFICE MOVING TRAINING
(Marketing, Estimating, Sales, Customer Service, and Operations)

INSTITUTE IN THE WORLD
Now online and affordable to everyone

WWW.OFFICEMOVES.COM
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Two more independents
bought by Big Boxes

The big box buy-up of independent dealers continued
last month with leading Chicago retailer Garvey’s
Office Products being purchased by Office Depot and
CPI One Point of Lewisville, Texas being snapped up
by Staples.
Garvey’s announced the sale in a letter to vendors
dated August 13. The letter also explained that the
current members of the Garvey family working in the
company—Bernie, Ken, Kevin, Sheila Garland and
Dan—will remain and continue to manage day-to-day
operations. The company name will also remain same.
“The only change is the ownership of the company,”
the letter read, adding: “We appreciate your support and
we look forward to continuing to sell and promote your
products for many years to come.”
Staples’ CPI One Point deal demonstrates that
the Massachusetts-based big box seems intent on
continuing its dealer acquisition strategy while it courts
the attentions of Essendant shareholders.
CPI One Point was founded in 1982 and offers a
diverse range of business supplies products, including
facilities, food service, safety and packaging supplies.

IS to offer association health plan

The Independent Stationers dealer coop announced last
month it has entered into an exclusive multi-year agreement
to offer an Association Health Plan (AHP) to its members.
IS did not name the partner company for this initiative but
described it as “an industry leader who has more than 65
years’ experience in creating and managing healthcare
insurance programs.” IS said the target launch date for plan is
January 1, 2019.
“Providing an AHP will allow our members to significantly
reduce their current healthcare expenses and is another major
step in our continued efforts to add membership value,” said IS
CFO Jeff Matthews.

Four wholesalers…three wholesalers…

Two wholesalers…ONE?

However the industry changes, there's one system
designed to keep you competitive: SSI Edge.
SSI Edge is completely NEW software that
combines a modern technology platform and a
fully graphical, customizable, Web-based interface
with almost 40 years of experience in making
independent dealers more profitable.
Whatever your purchasing flow, SSI Edge lets you
manage it – and the rest of your business – for
maximum efficiency.

Be ready for WHATEVER happens next
with the NEW dealer business system
SEPTEMBER 2018
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F O C A L™ B R I O ™ D E S K
—BRING THE BEST WITH BRIO—
Inspire activity and creativity anywhere you go with Brio.
The small footprint and mobile design of the Focal™ Brio™
adjustable-height standing desk allows you to put your best
foot forward, whether in the office or at home.
www.safcoproducts.com
SEPTEMBER
MAY
2018
2018
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IOPFDA lobbies in DC for tariff
exemptions of office products
and furniture

The Independent
Office Products
and Furniture
Dealers Association
(IOPFDA) was in
Washington D.C. on
August 23 to caution
the United States
Trade Representative
(USTR) regarding the
use of tariffs against
the office products
and furniture
industry.
Testifying on behalf
of the IOPFDA, Mike
Tucker warned that
a lack of alternative
sources will essentially make the tariffs an additional tax on
business owners and cancel out any benefits provided by
the recent tax cuts.
“Ultimately, all of these costs will trickle down to our
consumers, many of which are small businesses who have
benefited tremendously from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
(TCJA),” said Tucker.
Another area of concern, according to Tucker, is the
potential for tariffs to help counterfeiters targeting office
products and furniture—an industry that has seen a 260%
increase in counterfeits over the past year.
“We are actually running the risk of promoting the
purchase of counterfeits as a cost-effective remedy. This
is counterproductive to the purpose for implementing the
tariffs, in the first place—to address the theft of intellectual
property by the government of China,” he said.
Once the hearings come to an end, the USTR will reach a
final decision on whether or not they will grant exemptions to
the proposed tariffs.
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ECi simplifies order
processing with Arlington
Industries, Liberty Laser

Dealer technology provider ECi Software Solutions
last month announced the integration of its
e-automate PO Processor (POP) application and
Arlington Industries.
ECi said POP completely integrates the
purchasing process for Arlington’s product lines,
from order placement to receipt of shipping
information through to invoicing. Users also
benefit from automatic item price updates,
eliminating the need to update prices manually
and reducing errors, the company said.
Separately, ECI also announced last month it
has implemented a similar integration between
its Private Supply Network (PSN) for DDMSPLUS
software and ink and toner products supplier
Liberty Laser Solutions. ECi said the integration will
facilitate the transmission of purchase orders to
Liberty Laser and receipt of acknowledgements.

Dealer group veteran Mike
Foster joins Office Ventures
consultants
Mike Foster, formerly director of merchandising
for the Independent Stationers dealer group, has
joined the Office Ventures consulting organization.
Office Ventures was founded by John
Hauptstueck, who himself served as director of
eBusiness for Independent Stationers for five
years (2001-2006), in addition to owning his
own dealership and holding senior technology
management positions with ECi Software Solutions
and similar organizations.
At Office Ventures, Foster will focus on
enhancing the company’s programs with
manufacturers and distributors nationwide
In the course of a 28-year career with IS, Foster
was responsible for negotiating vendor purchasing
agreements, developing the group’s catalog and
private label programs and item selection for its
distribution program.
Foster also held the position of purchasing
council chairman at the BPGI international buying
group consortium. Prior to IS, he worked as a buyer
for an independent dealer for seven years.
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WHERE CAN TECHNOLOGY
TAKE YOU?
WITH THE RIGHT SERVICES, ANYWHERE
From Digital Marketing To Managed Print To Tech Training & Support,
Clover Services Group Has The Power To Drive Your Business Forward

DIGITAL MARKETING

MANAGED PRINT

SERVICES

SERVICES

TECH TRAINING
& SUPPORT
SERVICES

WE BUILD SOLUTIONS TO
HELP YOU SUCCEED
Contact us today!
CLOVERSERVICES.COM • 877.908.9203
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INDEAL dealer group introduces new dealer membership
program, publishes architectural products reference guide
The INDEAL office furniture dealer group last month
introduced Latitude, which it described as “an alternative
program model available to dealers who wish to participate
in the group”.
INDEAL said its legacy program, now referred to as
Elite, will continues to serve dealers in the way it has since
the group’s founding and that the new program is being
launched to recognize the diversity within the office furniture
dealer community.
“The dealer community today does not operate in a
‘one-size-fits-all’ world and INDEAL’s new Latitude program
reflects that,” commented INDEAL co-founder Dave
Gatherum. “The basic goal of INDEAL is the same—to provide
innovative, cost-effective programs that support dealer growth
and profitability—but Latitude and Elite aim to meet that goal in
different ways because dealers operate in different ways.”
INDEAL’s Elite program, which the group said is currently
used by 87 of the top 100 dealers by volume in the country,
is tailored for dealerships where over 50% of sales are
generated by products from their primary manufacturer.

Latitude, in contrast, aims to meet the needs of dealers who
derive less than 50% of their overall volume from their primary
supplier and who therefore have greater flexibility or latitude to
specify product from INDEAL manufacturers.
Separately, INDEAL announced publication of its 2018
Idea Book for Building, a guide to the architectural products
currently available from the group’s manufacturers. The book
is organized around key architectural areas that include
interior walls, boards and signs, sound, and air quality.
For more information, visit www.indeal.org.

HELPING PEOPLE
COMMUNICATE
MasterVision offers the widest range of visual communication solutions
combined with the best quality. Our whiteboards, bulletin boards, planners and
easels can help your team to be more productive and allow the creativity to
flow on brainstorm meetings.

Easels
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Planners

Whiteboards
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STAND
OUT

The Solve Chair, now with

Design your own color combination at hon.com/solve
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Michael George
rejoins ES
Robbins as
director of sales

AIS adds to
sales team

Office furniture
manufacturer AIS last
month announced the
addition of several new
sales team members for
California, Michigan and
the Carolinas.
They include Brian
Castellanos (territory
manager for Southern
California); Jason Lauro
(regional sales director
for Northern California);
Lisa Hulbert (direct-sales
representative and
territory manager
covering Michigan), and
Anthony Heim (territory
manager for North and
South Carolina).

Michael George has rejoined
chairmat manufacturer ES
Robbins as director of sales.
George previously served as
regional sales manager for
the company before joining
Bisilque-MasterVision in 2015 as a
strategic accounts manager.
In his new position, he will
support industry veteran Lanny
Whitener in his efforts to grow
ES Robbins’ presence in the
independent dealer channel.
“I am thrilled to be back on the
ES Robbins team and look forward
to our continued commitment to
the IDC,” George said.
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ADVANTAGE BUSINESS CONFERENCE

ADVANTAGE BUSINESS CONFERENCE
AUGUST 7-10, 2019
MARRIOTT MARQUIS MARINA | SAN DIEGO CONVENTION CENTER

The Advantage Business Conference is open to all customers of S.P. Richards Company
Contact your S.P. Richards Company representative for more details on the Advantage Program
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New president and CEO at Herman Miller
Contract furniture manufacturer Herman Miller last month announced
the appointment of Andi Owen as president and chief executive
officer, succeeding long-time Miller executive Brian C. Walker, who
had held the position for the past 14 years. The change was part
of a transition plan announced by the
company last February.
Owen joins Herman Miller after a
25-year career at Gap Inc., where
she most recently served as global
president of Banana Republic,
leading 11,000 employees in over
600 stores across 27 countries.
Herman Miller board chairman
Michael A. Volkema commented,
“We are deeply grateful to Brian
for his leadership and many
achievements during his
long career with Herman
Miller… Under Andi’s
leadership, the business
will seize opportunities that
will lead to growth in new
markets for both contract
and consumer customers.
Andi has the right gifts,
talents, and expertise to
accomplish this mission.
She understands how to
realize the potential of a
brand amidst changing
customer preferences
and habits. We are
thrilled to welcome
her onboard.”

Private equity firm invests in
LMI Solutions

Ink and toner manufacturer and distributor LMI Solutions announced
last month that private equity company Turnspire Capital Partners
has made what it described as “a strategic investment” in the
company. The size of the investment was not disclosed.
LMI said the investment will enable it to accelerate its expansion
and investments in manufacturing.
LMI also said it expects the partnership with Turnspire will enable
it to participate in future market consolidation, adding it believes
“strategic investments and acquisitions can drive increased breadth
and depth of products and services that enhance LMI’s dealers’
long-term success and growth in the printing and imaging industry.”
SEPTEMBER 2018
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Strategic Furniture Group
to rep Indiana Furniture in
southern California
Indiana Furniture last month announced that
Strategic Furniture Group will represent the
company in southern California, servicing Los
Angeles to San Diego and the surrounding areas.
Strategic Furniture Group is an independent
rep firm with over 100 years of combined
experience in contract furnishings.
“As we continue to expand our reach, product
portfolio, and services, partnering with Strategic
Furniture Group was a natural fit,” said Mike
Blessinger, VP of sales and marketing for Indiana
Furniture. “We are excited their seasoned team
of professionals will now be a part of the Indiana
Furniture family.”

Eurotech
introduces Vera,
new executive
chair

Seating manufacturer Eurotech has introduced
Vera, a new, mesh back/fabric executive chair
that offers a full array of ergonomic features and
functionality, including tilt tension control and
lock, synchro tilt seat height adjustment, seat
depth adjustment and six way adjustable arms.
Vera is available with black fabric seat and
six stock and three special order mesh back
colors. Also available: an optional black
fabric headrest.
For more information, visit www.
eurotechseating.com/sites/default/files/
vera_sheet.pdf.
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N AT I O N A L B U S I N ES S
PRO D U C T S I N D U S T RY

$15 million raised for lifesaving
cancer and diabetes research and
treatment at City of Hope!
The 2018 “Generations for Hope” campaign saw this great
industry’s past, present and future come together to set a new
fundraising campaign record of $15 million for City of Hope.
Led by 2018 Spirit of Life® honoree Rick Toppin and his entire
team at S.P. Richards Co., the business products industry once
again activated myriad golf outings, cookouts, rides, runs,
product promotions, personal giving and more — setting yet
again another all-time fundraising record!
Our sincere thanks to Rick and his team
at S.P. Richards Co. for their outstanding
leadership and to all in the industry
for your generous support!

Katie an
d

S AV E T H E DAT E

FEBRUARY 4 TO 5

2019 City of Hope
Industry Tour
2019 Science Creating Hope Campaign
Honoring Brad Graves
3M Stationery and Office Supplies Division

Rick Top

BRAD GRAVES
2019 Spirit of Life Honoree,
Vice President and
General Manager,
3M Stationery and Office
Supplies Division

For more information, visit CityofHope.org/nbpi.
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NOPA News

Welcome to a New World Order
By Paul Miller

I have always had great
respect for those who
choose teaching as a career,
but I have even greater
respect today for those who
decide to teach government
or civics. I’m not sure how
you go about teaching a
class like that to kids today.
Where do you start and how
do you answer the questions
you are likely to get about
how our government works
today? There is just no good
answer to any of it. You could
argue that these teachers
deserve battle pay for having
to jump into the trenches
to unravel what is going on
for their students. Business
owners have the same
problem in this new world of
Donald Trump.
You know the challenges
confronting this
ever-changing industry and
the disruptions it is facing.
That is why you pay close
attention to every move your
competitors are making. You
know that if you don’t you’ll
be the odd one out and your
business won’t be around in
years to come.
NOPA is doing the same on
Capitol Hill. When Congress
adjourned for a month-long
August recess and people
were out enjoying summer
vacation, we continued to
walk its halls pushing our
small business agenda. If
we didn’t, we’d risk being left
behind by this new style of
legislating in Washington.
SEPTEMBER 2018
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Today, as a business
owner, if you don’t have
advocacy on the local, state
or federal level built into
your business model, you’re
missing the boat. There is
nothing normal about what’s
going on in Washington.
This new brand of politics
and governing is trickling
(or racing) down to the state
and local elections and it’s
gaining momentum. So,
if you’re not preparing for
it, you are going to be left
behind. This isn’t a situation
where you can quickly pivot
and catch up. The process
is changing so fast that
if you’re not ready today,
you’re already behind.
Like the office products
industry, government has
been going through its
own disruption. This is why
NOPA hasn’t had time to
take a vacation or even draw
a breath. Instead, NOPA
CEO Mike Tucker has been
hitting the road to talk to the
industry about the new online
marketplace being adopted
by the General Services
Administration (GSA) and
about the potential mergers
happening in our industry
and what it all this means
for the independent dealer
community.
If this wasn’t enough
to keep him and NOPA
busy, Mike and NOPA’s
lobbying team has also
been testifying on issues
such as the impact of tariffs
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on the industry; supporting
the administration’s
efforts to push forward
with Association Health
Plans; continuing to build
a successful e-commerce
platform that literally is
the best out there (and
that includes the likes of
Amazon and others), and
pursuing workplace rules
that don’t impose costly new
restrictions on your business.
To some, this won’t seem
like much, but when you
add up what each of these
issues costs your business
annually, the figures get
big. That’s why NOPA has
committed extra resources
to these efforts. We know
how important they are to

“

Our independent dealer
members have been out
front on the local and state
level competing against the
growing threat of Amazon.
Amazon isn’t just trying
to take over the federal
government market. They
are trying to take your local
and state business as well.
Some say it is inevitable,
so they sit back and let it
happen. That’s not only
insane, but naïve. Amazon
may be that shiny penny
everyone loves because
it has a big name and its
platform is easy to use.
Well, we may not have a
well-known national brand,
but we do have well-known
brands in every local

It is no longer good
enough to say “buy local”
or “keep the money in the
community”. Local officials
and administrators don’t
care about that loyalty;
they care about saving and
convenience. The good
news is that you can get
both of those from a local
independent dealer without
having to pay more for a
“Prime” service.
Sure, Amazon can give
your customers statistics as
well, but NOPA has been
looking at these statistics
and they just don’t add up.
We have been working with
our members and arming
them with the data they
need to show any local

It is no longer good enough to say “buy local” or
“keep the money in the community”. Local officials and
administrators don’t care about that loyalty; they care
about saving and convenience.
your bottom line and your
ability to compete in a
global economy.
From the moment the
new online marketplace
concept was proposed
by Congress, NOPA has
been out front pushing for
changes to the process
and design of how it will
look. Of all the companies
in the marketplace offering
e-commerce solutions, it’s
only the independent dealer
channel solution that meets
every single requirement the
federal government wants
and needs. Our platform
is the only one already
tested and used by the
federal government. NOPA
isn’t alone in its thinking.
SEPTEMBER 2018
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community and there are
independent dealers beating
Amazon at their own game
all round the country.
How are they doing it?
The answer is simple;
taking the fight to Amazon
rather than waiting for
Amazon to get entrenched
in their community. Our
independent dealers are
investing to engage their
customers in new ways
at the state and local
level. They are going into
communities armed with
hard facts and figures that
make it very clear just why a
school system, for instance,
should choose a local
company as their supplier
over Amazon.

government entity that just
because they think Amazon
is cheaper, it doesn’t always
mean that is, in fact, the
case. The reality is, Amazon
tends to be more expensive
when you compare similar
market baskets. These facts
and figures are not fake
news. They are real and
have helped independents
prevent Amazon from taking
their customers.
So, as our industry and
government continue to
change, we need to continue
our forward thinking. We
need to share what we are
doing in our community and
in Washington. We need
to keep innovating and
challenging our industry.

INDEPENDENT DEALER

In Washington, we need to
drown out all the noise and
focus instead on policy and
our competition. We need
to worry less about the “tell
all” books and controversial
tweets and focus on
creating innovative new
solutions for the government
and our customers. That is
what is going to help propel
us past the likes of Amazon.
At NOPA we will continue to
concentrate on the current
challenges and look to
those that are coming up
after issues like the new
GSA online marketplace are
dealt with.
Whatever you do, don’t
throw your hands up in
disgust and say, what’s the
use? If we do that, Amazon
and others will win. The
road ahead may be littered
with bumps and hurdles,
but there is a winning road
map out there for us to
follow. As President Trump
likes to say, we are going
to win so much that people
are going to get tired of
winning. So, keep up the
fight, even if that fight looks
daunting or if the deck looks
like it is stacked against
you. Working together, we
can take the shine off that
bright new penny and make
a compelling case for the
value proposition today’s
independents offer over any
other option out there.
Paul Miller is director of
advocacy and regulatory
affairs for NOPA. To learn
more about the association
and its current government
affairs programs, call (410)
931-8100 or email
info@iopfda.org.
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Employee cost control
is critical

The largest cost dealers have to control
is personnel. Obviously employees are
necessary to service customers but
matching the right person to the job and
making sure they’re paid competitively
is critical. Office Environment
Company, Louisville, Kentucky, has
been using a business strategy book
and a system recommended by
Haworth to help focus the business and
become more profitable.
The book is Traction: Get A Grip
On Your Business by Gino Wickman,
in which the author lays out his
Entrepreneurial Operating System
(EOS). “It helps you take a deep
dive into your company—your data,
your processes and your people,”
says Tricia Burke, president of Office
Environment Company. “The idea of
traction is, are you getting where you
want to go?”
EOS combines timeless business
principles with a set of practical
real-world tools to help entrepreneurs
get what they want from their business.
At a meeting of the Women’s Business
Enterprise National Council, Burke was
introduced to an implementer for EOS
and enlisted his services. “That was
what we needed—someone we could
work with who was not blinded by our
internal biases,” she says.
The EOS process introduced a tool
called the People Analyzer. In part it
looks at a company’s core values and
determines whether employees’ efforts
meet those values. “Does your person
get it and do they have the capacity to
do the job?” asks Burke. Over the past
15 months, Burke and her managers,
working with an outside consultant,
have made every effort to match
people to the best position.
The company has reduced the
number of employees from 27 to 23
over the past year. “It has really helped
us tighten our belt,” she reports. In
some instances, people were moved
around to find the position that suited
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them best; other employees left on their
own or were let go. “We still have the
same positions in installation, sales and
customer service,” says Burke. “We just
don’t have the same number of folks
because not everyone was performing
at the level they needed to be.”
A good portion of employees were
already doing their jobs and doing
them well. The difference is that Office
Environment Company management
has discovered that words and actions
need to go together. “Not only are we
saying something but we are doing
something to reflect what we want done,”
says Burke. “That has made a difference
in regards to people being laser focused
to take care of customers.”
Operational costs offer another
target that dealers can pursue. Dealers
can minimize costs in areas such as
healthcare, waste management or
vehicle maintenance when they work
with outside suppliers. There is always
an option to change these services
either immediately or when the contract
runs out. “It’s not unlike what people
do with us when it comes to their office
INDEPENDENT DEALER

supplies or when it comes to bidding a
job,” says Burke. “What can you do to
value engineer that relationship?”
Cost of goods is always an issue and
especially in today’s current economic
environment dealers have to watch
trends closely. “Paper is going up
again, so you have to be attentive to
that,” says Burke. Close to 75 percent
of sales come from furniture at Office
Environment Company and steel tariffs
will impact furniture costs, especially
when it comes to larger projects. “If
you quoted a job two months ago and
get a notice that prices will increase in
a month you have to be on top of that,”
she says. You have to let the customer
know it is time to order before prices
increase.
Successful cost control requires
that employees know the company
focus and the game plan if they are
expected to help with the process.
“Communication and common
ownership of goals are important,” says
Burke. “It’s like Weight Watchers—it
works as long as you do it. Traction
also works as long as you do it.”
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Controlling cost of goods

Like many dealers, Stinson’s of
Bakersfield, California, focuses on
the price of goods to manage costs.
“Our main focus is on cost of goods,”
says Russ Haley, vice president. “I
know inventory isn’t a true expense
in accountants’ eyes, but it is where
we spend the majority of our money.
We put a lot of time and focus on
evaluating what we buy, how we buy it
and where we buy it from.”
Stinson’s is a TriMega member and
first call with S.P. Richards. As Haley
sees it, that gives Stinson’s two great
partners to work with. The dealership
currently stocks 1,500 SKUs. “We’re
constantly looking at the best ways
to buy these products,” says Haley.
About 45 percent of orders get picked
from the warehouse and the remaining
55 percent come from either Richards
or Essendant.
Haley says company management
now monitors its inventory much
closer than it did in the past. “We put
a lot more time and effort into going
over our reports on items we buy from
the wholesaler and finding out what
items we should start buying direct,”
says Haley.
To make that determination all
expenses are taken into account. That
includes what it costs to place an order
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from producing a purchase order,
receiving the item, putting it on shelves
along with the costs to pick it, wrap it
and send it out.
Inventory levels have slowly started
to climb at Stinson’s. It was close to
five years ago that the dealership
started to exercise its first-in-search
capabilities to direct customers
toward specific products.
“With 75 percent of orders coming in
online, people were buying all brands
of ring binders,” says Haley. “If we
can direct customers to the items
we stock, or should stock, then we’ll
allow our inventory to grow.” There is
a threshold number that has to be hit
between net wholesale costs and net
cost from a TriMega vendor, when that
number is reached it justifies adding
the item to inventory.
“We watch our financials closely
and when we see a particular expense
category start to deviate we dig deeper
to find the cause and see if it can be
controlled,” says Haley. “Over the
years we’ve spent so much time with
this we feel we know it pretty well.”
Getting employees also focused on
cost control isn’t easy but Stinson’s
has made an extra effort with its
furniture business to push this idea
because the results can be more
tangible. “If someone drops a pack
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of Post-it Notes and the shrink wrap
splits open, you’re out $2 or $3,” says
Haley. “But if your employees damage
a desk that has to be repaired or
replaced, you could be out anywhere
from $200 or $300 up to $1,000.
“We keep those employees focused
on trying to do a good job,” continues
Haley. He says that an attempt is made
to let them know what happens when
a piece gets damaged, and what that
damage could cost the dealership. “On
the furniture side it becomes even more
important to do a quality job and be
careful to reduce damage,” he adds.
For Haley, Stinson’s status as a
stocking dealer provides strength
and flexibility. “We still rely on
the wholesalers and do a lot of
business with S.P. Richards as well
as Essendant,” says Haley. Going
down to just one wholesaler, should
that happen, could change industry
dynamics. “We’re going to watch this
closely and see how it unfolds. That is
about all we can do right now.”

Technology makes savings
possible

Managing costs can also be about
managing technology. Just ask D. J.
Hunsinger, president of CMF Business
Supplies, South Plainfield, New Jersey.
He contends that using technology
effectively can generate huge cost
savings. One good example: the
savings that have resulted from using
technology to manage deliveries and
vehicle maintenance.
CMF uses the JumpTrack program
from ECi Software Solutions to optimize
deliveries. “It makes sure we are not
backtracking, which helps keep costs
down,” says Hunsinger. “Some drivers
think they do it the most efficient way,
but when you look at a map, it’s not.
This software helps us do that.”
CMF implemented the software
about five years ago and savings were
almost immediate. “We were showing
new efficiencies in the first month,”
says Hunsinger. Within six months,
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documented savings were high enough
to justify the elimination of one driver.
Choosing the best communications/
telephone technology is critical for a
small business, “If you are not on top of
that you could be wasting thousands
of dollars a month,” says Hunsinger.
All of the drivers at CMF have tablets,
which have replaced cell phones as
a communications tool. “Cell phones
probably run $30 to $40 a month,” he
says. “Tablets are $10.” With Google
Hangouts he can instant message
drivers on their tablets; there is even
the option of video calls. All that for
about 70 percent less than the cost of
a cell phone.
Maintenance reports on delivery
vehicles used to be done manually
but these too have migrated to the
tablets. Before that happened, drivers
used to write up maintenance reports
daily and add them to a book. Manual
follow-up was required to determine
when the next service appointment
would be needed.
The manual process has been
updated with a Google form on
each tablet, which drivers update
daily. “That form populates a
spreadsheet that the manager can
review to determine service needs,”
SEPTEMBER 2018

says Hunsinger. “Not only is that a
productivity gain, but it represents a
huge cost saving compared to what it
took to do that on paper.”
Fuel costs are another area where
savings have been realized at CMF.
Initially, savings on fuel costs were
achieved with fuel deliveries at night
three times a week. Five years down
the road fuel prices had gone up and
CMF was paying over market. “We’ve
moved to giving all our drivers credit
cards,” says Hunsinger. “To make
sure they pay reasonable prices we
added an app called “Gas Buddy” to
their tablets.”
Drivers can bring up the app on their
tablets, and it gives them an average
gas price. Based on their location it
tells them where the cheapest fuel
can be found. With this enhanced
capability it is no wonder that CMF
moved from tri-weekly nighttime
fill-ups and now lets technology
provide a solution. “Technology has
given us more tools to control fuel
costs,” says Hunsinger.
The importance of cost savings
cannot be denied, but Hunsinger
emphasizes that it can’t always be
about costs. He relates how CMF
looked at outsourcing its deliveries and
INDEPENDENT DEALER

even talked with a potential supplier.
After the analysis was done there was
no question about the cost savings that
would be gained from a switch. But at
the same time, Hunsinger realized that
they way they were handling deliveries
was an essential component of the
overall value proposition at CMF.
“If we were to outsource that, I don’t
think we would be delivering what our
customers come to us for,” he says.
“Cost savings are important, but you
can’t outsource your competitive
advantage.”

How to raise revenues without
growing costs
Maintaining corporate profits
sometimes looks like a juggling act
where every effort is made to balance
costs and revenues accordingly so
that profit falls to the bottom line. “Right
now our focus has been on increasing
revenues and just trying to keep costs
where they are,” says Max Bolster,
director of administration at WJ Office,
Boone, North Carolina.
A key focus of cost control efforts
at WJ Office is to limit overtime hours,
which remain low. Bolster meets every
Wednesday with company owner
Neville Chaney, owner, and the two
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review financials. Once a month he
pulls general ledger information and
populates a spreadsheet with expenses.
“We have four divisions: office products,
furniture, janitorial/food service and
a service department,” he says. “We
allocate overhead expenses to each
division and then we look at expenses.”
Each week, Bolster creates a cash
flow spreadsheet, which includes
beginning cash, incoming and
outgoing cash, accounts payable
and accounts receivable. The weekly
meeting is set in stone. “It has to
be because if it is flexible then it’s
not going to happen,” says Bolster.
Meetings started last year and have
become a priority. They allow the two
to review financial data and focus on
actions that need to be taken without
getting bogged down in day-to-day
necessities. “That’s probably been
the most effective effort we’ve done to
manage and control costs,” he adds.
Other cost control efforts have also
had an impact. WJ Office is a TriMega
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member. “We try to cherry pick
contracts—whether it is TriSupply or
the ACD contract with S.P. Richards,”
says Bolster. He pulls data from his
SSI system, runs open orders through
Microsoft Access and then reviews
costs and quantities from both sources.
When the differential is great enough
it will determine where the order is
placed. “On average we probably save
$100 a week,” says Bolster. “That’s
$5,000 to the bottom line without
having to do much.”
Furniture installations offer another
opportunity to manage costs. “We use
independent contractors for our large
furniture installations,” says Bolster.
WJ started this almost three years ago
and today, outsources about half of its
installation work. The move has not only
reduced the need for more full-time
installers and associated costs; it also
answers the question of what to do
with excess installers when the cyclical
nature of furniture sales is considered.
Similarly, WJ has outsourced some
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deliveries, and uses a courier for
orders that go out 35 or 40 miles. Not
big distances, but in the mountains
where the dealership is located those
distances can eat up travel time.
“In some instances they might drive
20 miles before they make the first
delivery,’ says Bolster.
The wholesaler delivers merchandise
to the courier and takes merchandise
stocked by WJ, such as paper, and
marries the orders together. “It has
definitely helped with wear and tear
on our vehicles along with all the other
costs that go along with having to use
your own employees,” says Bolster.

Paying attention to
costs saves

Controlling employee costs, one of
the largest cost centers that dealers
contend with, is always a challenge. “It
is usually one of the top cost drivers,”
says Mike Witt, chief operating officer
at Blaisdell’s Business Products,
Oakland, California. “The rule of thumb
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is every half-million dollars in revenue
should equal one employee,” he adds.
Witt says that half-million-dollar
amount is not a hard and fast rule but
serves as a good indicator. Wages at
Blaisdell’s are competitive, in some
instances higher than local standards,
he says, but so far this approach has
worked. “Right now I think we average
$534,000 per employee,” he says. That
really keeps the employee portion of
expenses in line.
Once a month Witt meets with his
controller to review costs. Usually, by
the tenth of the month financial reports
are available, and the two review costs
on a line-by-line basis and look for
any anomalies. “We study expenses
year-over-year and month-over-month
and make sure that everything is in
line,” says Witt.
Freight costs can run as much as
$30,000 a month as the dealership has
customers across the country. “Freight
costs go up all the time,” says Witt.
Bills from UPS and FedEx increase
regularly. “But we have figured out a
way to offset those costs,” he adds.
To help keep freight costs in line, the
dealership works with dealers around
the country. “We have partnered with
other independents to handle our last
mile delivery and we pay them for that,”
says Witt. He says this approach is
much less expensive than working with
freight companies.
The dealership currently has delivery
agreements with dealers in Kansas
City, San Diego, Florida, South Carolina
and Hawaii. Blaisdell’s reciprocates
and also provides delivery services for
those dealers in its local area. “There
are still costs involved, but it is nothing
like what we had been paying before,”
says Witt. “Additionally the service is so
much better and helps with customer
satisfaction.”
Back in the 90s, Blaisdell’s
outsourced its human resources
requirements to a small, local company
that became a customer. “They handle
everything that’s HR related—payroll,
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workers’ comp and more,” says Witt. “To
do it ourselves would probably take two
additional people,” says Witt, and would
seriously drive up employment costs.
There are only so many cost centers
that dealers have control over. “You
watch your costs and make sure
you hold a good margin for a shared
return,” says Witt. Costs such as
utilities, services and insurance
account for most of what is left. “Using
an HR services company takes a lot off
our plate.”
Witt points to drastic changes in the
industry that are about to take place,
which most likely will realign business
relationships and commitments.
“It’s almost like everything is up in
the air, and I think we just have to
be prepared,” he says. Whether
Essendant ends up merging with
S.P. Richards or gets taken over by
Sycamore, he expects costs will go up.
“When those increases happen, you
have to adjust,” he says.

Incentives get employees
interested in cost controls

Managing costs at Warden’s Office
Products Center, Modesto, California,
begins with a detailed budget that
tracks dealership costs. “We focus
mainly on controllable costs vs.
non-controllable costs such as rent
and utilities,” says Joe Cunningham,
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president. He does make an exception
and that has to do with digital
thermometers that control temperature.
“I’ll never make everyone happy but
they are all pre-set to the temperature
management has decided,” he adds.
Over the years Warden’s has
developed a detailed cost budget and
these financials are regularly published
mid month; that way results from
August are available by the middle
of September. With these reports
Cunningham looks for anything that
might be amiss with costs and outlays.
“It might be hard to get employees
excited about managing costs, but
when they know that management is
inspecting this they are more likely to
attempt to manage costs themselves,”
he adds.
Although it can be tough to get
employees interested in managing
costs, Warden’s has been able to
use incentives to grab the attention
of employees in a couple of areas.
One is accounts receivables, where
the person in this position qualifies
for quarterly bonuses based on the
number of payees who are current.
Whatever amount of money is owed
to Warden’s, accounts receivable
is expected to have a proscribed
percentage of accounts over 30
days, 60 days and 90 days. As long
as the number of accounts does not
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exceed the allowable percentage;
the accounts receivable person
earns a bonus.
In some instances, of course, a
customer might be struggling to
make payments and no amount of
interference can make a difference. In
other instances, staying in contact with
accounts can go a long way toward
keeping accounts current.
“Developing a relationship with
a client is a good start,” says
Cunningham. “There is nothing
better than having your accounts
receivable person talk to your
customer’s accounts payable
person,” says Warden.
Incentives also help control costs
in the furniture division. Warden’s has
developed an incentive for its lead
furniture installer. It costs a lot of money
to send out an installation crew, and if
a panel, desk pedestal or any required
piece turn up missing then someone
has to return to the warehouse and get
it. “If we are missing one part we have
to tell the customer we will be back
tomorrow,” says Cunningham. “That
costs time and money.”
The lead installer is charged with
checking stock when the truck is being
loaded for a job. No matter the size of
the job this effort by the lead installer
is critical. Of course it’s important
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with larger installations but it is also
critically important on smaller jobs. If
something is left off a two-workstation
order that should be completed
in an afternoon, it now becomes a
two-day job and the cost increase is
commensurate. “We have been doing
this for several years and we really
believe it works,” says Cunningham.
As furniture sales have increased
at Warden’s, service calls have also
increased. “Here is where the savings
are,” says Cunningham. “I am able
to do these service calls with the
same number of people because my
installation people aren’t having to go
back and forth to complete their work.”
A big cost saving is expected when
the dealership moves to a new facility in
2019. “We currently lease two locations
in Modesto for a total of 56,000 square
feet,” says Cunningham. There are
many inefficiencies working with two
locations that are two miles apart.
Ground was broken in August for a new
facility that will house all operations
under one roof.
The new 31,000 square foot facility
will include a larger furniture showroom
and a smaller space that sells budget
and used furniture. The warehouse
will be reduced slightly and offices will
make use of vertical space.
“This move is very appropriate for
INDEPENDENT DEALER

At a recent management meeting
at Office Environment Company,
Louisville, Kentucky, these were
ideas presented on ways to reduce
expenses. How many ways can
you think of to cut expenses?
• Rebid contracts—have vendors
reduce expenses—value
engineer
• Make sure vendors we utilize
also utilize us. (Reciprocity of
products/ services)
• Gas—Gasbuddy, Ryder, Sams,
Costco
• Lights off at 4 p.m. in the
warehouse, 4:30 p.m. in the
showroom
• Cleaning crew—meet and see
how we can improve
• Plant service?
• Minimize donations
• See if we can have improved
terms with trade vendors
• Revisit spiffs—must make
a minimum G.P. on a job to
receive spiff
• Irrigation system—change
schedule of service
• No water bottles for internal
use—use water cooler, glasses
• Inventory all tools –make
sure all company items are
accounted for
• Update warehouse lighting—
more energy efficient
• Revisit all company
memberships—do we get
maximum “bang for the buck”?
Warden’s,” says Cunningham. “We
hope to have construction completed
by the middle of next year and the
new showroom will definitely lower our
costs,” he adds.
Michael Chazin is a freelance writer
specializing in business topics. He has
been writing about the office supply
business for more than 15 years. He can
be reached at mchazin503@comcast.net.
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The Final EPIC Countdown
Next month, members of the Independent Stationers and
TriMega dealer groups will be heading to New Orleans
for EPIC 2018, their sixth and final annual joint convention
and expo. This year the theme is Disrupt Ordinary! so be
prepared to be challenged and encouraged to think outside
of the box. Set for November 15-17 at the Hyatt Regency

EPIC AGENDA
Monday, Oct 15

7:00am – 6:30pm
Registration Open
8:00am – 6:00pm
Arrivals – Airport
Transportation
8:30am – 4:30pm
Sales Boot Camp ($)
8:30am onwards
Optional Activities ($)*
3:00pm – 5:00pm
IS Member Young
Executives Meeting
5:00pm – 6:00pm
Southern Bayou Scavenger
Hunt, Benefiting City of
Hope ($)*
6:00pm – 8:00pm
Welcome Reception*
SEPTEMBER 2018

Tuesday, Oct 16

7:00am – 6:00pm
Exhibitors – Tradeshow Set up
7:00am – 6:00pm
Registration Open
7:45am – 8:30am
Breakfast & Welcome*
8:45am – 11:30am
IS Member Meeting
8:45am – 11:30am
TriMega Member Meeting
11:45am – 12:30pm
Lunch*
12:30pm – 1:30pm
IS-only Seminars
12:30pm – 1:30pm
TriMega-only Board Town Hall
1:40pm – 5:20pm
Joint Seminars*

New Orleans, the event will bring together the traditional
wide-ranging educational program, a tradeshow featuring a
diverse mix of product categories and plenty of opportunities
for networking, entertainment and good deeds. On the
following pages we take a look at what attendees can expect
to find at this year’s EPIC farewell.

6:30pm – 9:30pm
“Mardi Gras in the Big
Easy” Reception* at Mardi
Gras World & Grand Oaks
Mansion – buses start
departing at 6:00pm

Wednesday, Oct 17

7:30am – Noon
Registration open
8:15am – 9:00am
Breakfast*
9:00am – 10:30am
Helping Hands Give Back
Event*
10:45am – 4:30pm
Tradeshow Open
11:30am – 1:30pm
Lunch*
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3:30pm – 4:30pm
Tradeshow Power Hour*
4:30pm – 5:15pm
Let the Good Times Roll
Prize Drawing Reception*
6:30pm – 10:00pm
Shuttles to/from the French
Quarter and Frenchman
Street* (you will need to find
your own transportation after
10pm)

Thursday, Oct 18

6:00am – 12:00pm
Airport Transportation for
Departures*
*All member & exhibitors
attendees invited to attend
these events
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Come Visit Us!
New Orleans, LA

OCTOBER 15-17, 2018

All-Metal Ballpoint Pen

• Durable Stainless Steel
• Knurled Grip
• Refillable
• 0.7 mm, Fine Point
Zebra Pen’s full line of STEEL branded
writing instruments are designed for the
task at hand. Whether your customer sits
in the high rise downtown or built it,
STEEL is rugged enough to withstand
challenging environments, and yet
stylish enough to complement any
professional. Now with an All-Metal refill,
the F-701 is the ideal solution for writing
needs in the Food and Beverage
processing industry.

SEPTEMBER
2018
DEALER
For
more information
about the STEEL family of solutions, visit INDEPENDENT
us at zebrapen.com
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Step into Boot Camp

This year’s EPIC 2018 Sales Boot
Camp is built around the concept
of a sales cycle that stretches from
beginning to end of every customer
relationship. By attending this
program, you’ll learn how to drive that
cycle. You’ll learn how to develop new
customers faster and how to maintain
the relationships longer, getting
maximum value from every new and
existing customer.
Led by Dave Fellman, who also
presented the Boot Camp at EPIC
2016, this year’s program will focus on
the five stages of the office products
sales cycle plus a bonus segment on
time management and organization.
The goal is to refine both skills and
strategy to produce better results.
From prospecting to presentation, to
dealing with objections and closing

the sale, this dynamic full day of
training aims to provide a powerful
start to EPIC 2018 for sales reps, sales
managers and dealer principals.
Schedule:
Monday, October 15
8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Lunch is included
$149 per person
Open to all members
Attendance is capped at 40 to ensure
the best results for all participants, so
act now to reserve space for yourself
and your sales team.
If the Boot Camp isn’t for you, the
EPIC 2018 organisers have also
arranged a number of exciting local
tour activities for Monday, October 15
and you can reserve a spot on one
of them as part of your conference
registration. The three available tours

will offer a visit to the National World
War II Museum, an airboat trip around
the Louisiana Swamplands and a
walk through the Garden District of
New Orleans and a look at the city’s
historic mansions. See here for more
details (https://registerforepic.com/
fun-in-the-big-easy/ )

It’s 2018 and Time to Learn Outside of the Box!

EPIC creates its Education Forums
with its member attendees in mind.
So take advantage of the opportunity
to learn from your peers. Just like
‘thinking outside of the box’, learning
outside of the box is all about letting
yourself be open to new ideas,
new concepts and new ways of
problem-solving. The education
sessions are open to all attendees,
including all dealer-group members
and supplier partners.

1:40pm - 2:45pm

2018 Online Marketing: A Dealer
Discussion
From search to social, the world of
online marketing changes every single
day. Not only is it hard to keep up
with your digital presence, but we all
struggle with what the best practices
should be, execution of a solid online
marketing strategy and of course
delivering results. Jennifer Schulman,
president of Fortune Web Marketing,
is here to help answer all of those
SEPTEMBER 2018

questions and more, as she hosts a
dealer panel and taps into the audience
for insights and discussion.
Who Should Attend: Marketers,
webmasters, owners
Moderator: Jennifer Schulman,
President, Fortune Web Marketing
ERP Systems & eCommerce
Strategies for Your Future
This session will discuss how
technology will affect your business
today and into the future. We will
discuss how the industry underinvested
in technology and how that needs to
change as the channel continues to
evolve. The importance of eCommerce
and controlling your marketing and
search engines will be discussed as
well as the strategy to deploy. The
differences between on-premise
systems versus cloud-based technology
will also be discussed.
Who Should Attend: Business owners
and senior staff, CIO, IT professionals
Presenter:TJ Crayne, President, PTC
Associates
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Process, Productivity & Prospecting
in the Digital Age
New business is the lifeblood for any
organization. This powerful session
is built for sales professionals in the
supply industry, to help you stay
in control of the sales process and
utilize the most up to date methods
for driving new business, increasing
your sales productivity and winning
with effective outbound prospecting in
today’s highly competitive market.
Who Should Attend: Field and
inside sales representatives & sales
managers
Moderator: Marisa Pensa, Founder,
Methods in Motion
Grow your Government Business
with EPIC Business Essentials (EBE)
This session will offer information
about our current Federal (GSA, FSSI
and ICPT) and Public Sector (National
IPA) agreements. Every dealer has
opportunities to grow their business by
selling to local and federal government
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accounts. We will focus on proven
sales strategies, how to cross sell
other categories such as jan/san,
print/promo and more to these all
important customers, and hear best
practices from the EBE team and
successful dealers. We will reserve
the last 15-20 minutes for Q & A, or
for brief one-on-one meetings with an
EPIC team member.
Who Should Attend: All dealers
interested in growing their business via
national accounts.
Presenters: Scott Zintz, Toby Tobin,
Nita Turpin

3:00pm - 4:05pm

Strength in Numbers: How “Buy
Local” Campaigns and Local
Alliances Are Helping Indies Thrive
Year after year, independent businesses
in communities with long-term “buy local
and independent” campaigns report
higher revenue growth than independent

businesses not served by such efforts
— nearly double the sales growth in the
latest annual study. This presentation
and follow-up workshop will show
you keys to launching effective local
campaigns and sustaining collaboration
to shift local culture and spending toward
independent businesses.

Note: Attending this session is a
prerequisite for the Instigating Buy
Local Initiatives workshop.
Who Should Attend: Business
owners, sales managers
Presenter: Jeff Milchen, Co-Director,
American Independent Business
Alliance (AMIBA)

Join Mike Tucker, President and CEO of National Office Products Alliance (NOPA) as he presents

AMAZON,
THE INVISIBLE
COMPETITOR:
DOES YOUR
COMPANY
HAVE A PLAN?

Amazon was founded by Jeff Bezos as an online
bookstore in 1995. Even though their sales
now exceed $200 billion they have remained
amazingly invisible. Amazon has harnessed a new
technology and used it to stifle competition across
multiple industries as well as securing government
favors and avoiding taxes an integral part of their
strategy, collecting no sales tax in many states and
paying an average federal tax rate of 2%. In this
session, NOPA will share ways you can protect
your business and educate your customers on
the value of local small businesses.
WHERE:

EPIC 2018

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 2018 / 3:00 – 4:05 PM

Remember to stop by the NOPA booth at the Expo on

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17!
NATIONAL OFFICE PRODUCTS ALLIANCE (NOPA)
3601 East Joppa Road, Baltimore, MD 21234 n info@iopfda.org
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410-931-8100

n
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Who Should Attend: HP Qualified
Partners wanting to better understand
the key dynamics driving customer
investment decisions, and how you can
gain a bigger portion of that business
Presenters: Hewlett Packard

Winning in Print with HP
We’ll discuss the trends and priorities
that your customer’s purchasing and
IT decision-makers should consider
in evaluating printing technology
investments and how independent
OP dealers can bring greater value
and cost savings to customers by

leveraging HP’s portfolio of programs.
See how your peers are protecting
their existing supplies business, and
pursuing new profit streams by using
valuable ink and toner usage data to
offer cost savings and recommend
strategic upgrades to your customer’s
aging printer fleet.

Amazon, the Invisible Competitor –
Does Your Company Have a Plan?
Amazon was founded by Jeff Bezos
as an online bookstore in 1995. Even
though their sales now exceed $200
billion they have remained amazingly
invisible. Like the Robber Barons of
the railroad industry, Amazon has
harnessed a new technology and
used it to stifle competition across
multiple industries, incurring losses
to steal market share and using
manufacturers’ and dealers’ data
against them to bring products and
customers under Amazon control.
At the same time Amazon has made
securing government favors and

»

Post-it® Extreme Notes stick in tough conditions
and help you communicate to get any job done.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Made with ultra-strong Dura-Hold™ Paper and Adhesive
Water-resistant, durable and writable
Sticks to textured surfaces and in tough conditions
Holds in hot and cold environments
Use indoor/outdoor
Removes cleanly

Visit the 3M Booth #907 for more information.
Not recommended for use on paper and delicate surfaces.
Apply to dry surface to hold in wet conditions.
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trademarks of 3M. © 3M 2018.
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15-20 minutes for a Q&A or for brief
one-on-one meetings with an EPIC
team member.
Who Should Attend: All dealers
interested in growing their business via
national accounts
Presenters: Scott Zintz, Toby Tobin,
Nita Turpin

4:15pm - 5:20pm

avoiding taxes an integral part of their
strategy, collecting no sales tax in
many states and paying an average
federal tax rate of 2%.
In this session NOPA will share ways
you can protect your business and
educate your customers on the value of
local small business.
Who Should Attend: Owners,
commercial & government sales
managers and representatives
Presenter: Mike Tucker, President &
CEO, National Office Products Alliance
Hiring, Training & Retaining Great
Sales Professionals
Hiring, training and retaining great
sales professionals involves taking a
hard look at previous team members
who excelled in your culture, along
with those who were not such a
good fit. It takes finding the right
people to hire, plus a pig-headed
determination and discipline to build
a culture of coaching. This session
is built to provide the essential tools
SEPTEMBER 2018

managers need to create a well-oiled
machine when it comes to successful
onboarding. It introduces a systematic
process, both for onboarding and for
ongoing training.
Who Should Attend: Inside and
outside sales managers & owners
Presenter: Marisa Pensa, Founder,
Methods in Motion

WORKSHOP: Instigating “Buy
Local” Initiatives and Independent
Business Alliances
This interactive discussion will
provide you with an understanding
of organizing principles and offer key
resources to enable you to successfully
instigate action in your community that
will help local businesses prosper.
While participant interests will drive
this session, expect to learn how to
attract interest toward launching your
initiative, funding your group, whether
and how to incorporate as a non-profit
organization, engaging your local
government, choosing your initial
communication channels, and more.
Note: This session is limited to people
who attend the “Strength in Numbers”
seminar during the previous hour.
Who Should Attend: Business
owners, sales managers
Presenter: Jeff Milchen, Co-Director,
American Independent Business
Alliance (AMIBA)

Grow Your Healthcare/Commercial
Business with EPIC Business
Essentials (EBE)
This session will focus on successful
sales strategies and how you can use
the EBE contracts (Premier, CHAMPS,
etc.) to retain your existing business
and win new large opportunities. You
will also discover tried and true sales
strategies to approach regional and
national commercial accounts in your
market. We will begin with a very brief
explanation of the contracts and then
cover an A-Z sales process on how
to be successful in this all important
vertical market. We will reserve the last

Leveraging Technology and Data to
Compete in the Age of Amazon
Like it or not, Amazon is driving
competition today. Staples, WB
Mason, Wal-Mart and many more are
chasing Amazon. Independents have
to stand out in this crowd of copycats
by stepping up their technology and
effectively leveraging available data.
The industry shopping carts of the past,
stamped out like identical bottle-caps,
won’t cut it in the Amazon age.
If you don’t show competitive
prices on your site, like every one of
your competitors, then don’t expect
to attract any new business. If your
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website pricing is not open to the
public, then neither are you.
You may claim you’re B2B only,
but you’ll never know how many
businesses went to your site and left
because you were closed. All of this
is fixable, but you have to be willing
to change. Come to the seminar to
find out how to grow in the age of
Amazon.
Who Should Attend: Owners,
marketing leaders, technology leaders
Presenter: Rick Marlette, OPSoftware
Strategies for Increased Jan/San
Success
Join Jan/San industry expert David
Frank as we break down the specific
action items to grow your Jan/San
business and product categories.
David will provide you with the trade
secrets to bring your company to new
levels through the Jan/San industry.
Who Should Attend: Business

owners, sales managers, purchasing
professionals, janitorial category
specialists
Presenter: David Frank, President,
American Institute for Cleaning
Sciences (AICS)
Timeless Purchasing Strategies
for a Changing Marketplace
With all the uncertainty in the industry
today, there’s never been a better
time to trade notes with fellow
dealers. Gross margin dollars start
with the purchase order but are you
taking your purchasing strategy as
seriously as your sales strategy?
Share and gain new insights into
how your peers are maximizing
profitability on the buy-side.
Who Should Attend: Owners,
purchasing managers, sales managers
Presenters: IS & TriMega Staff:
Ty Blankenbaker, Tom Hoffman,
Grady Taylor

New Opportunities with EPIC
Business Essentials (EBE)
If you want to know more about the
future of EPIC Business Essentials,
then this is the session for you. Come
and learn how EBE can help you to sell
more categories to more customers
utilizing national contracts. EBE is
more than just office supplies and
it can help you enter the markets of
energy solutions, national furniture
contracts, print/promo and more.
Come for the information, stay
for the best practices and set up
some one-on-one time with the
EBE team. We will reserve the last
15-20 minutes for Q&A, or for brief
one-on-one meetings with an EPIC
team member.
Who Should Attend: All dealers
interested in growing their business
via national accounts
Presenters: Scott Zintz, Toby Tobin,
Nita Turpin

»

Sink your teeth into

EPIC

savings from C-Line!

10

%

OFF

SHOW ORDER*

1009

Stop by Booth #

C-Line.com • (800) 323-6084
*Order must be placed at show. One order per customer.
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EPIC GIVING

EPIC always puts a high priority on
raising money for charity and this
year is no exception. The first event,
the Southern Bayou Scavenger Hunt,
takes place on Monday afternoon and
benefits City of Hope.
You can participate individually
or lead a krewe (no more than four
people per team), traversing the
nooks and crannies of the expansive
Hyatt Regency New Orleans in search
of clues to find a number of hidden
collectibles, which will in turn unlock the
chance to win treasures beyond your
imagination (well, prizes in this case)!
Please pre-register for this event. The
cost to participate is $25 per person
or $100 per team of 4 people. No
payment is required when you register;
you will pay at the City of Hope table.
We encourage you to make larger
donations too!

Mark your calendars and join
EPIC 2018 for the “Southern
Bayou Scavenger Hunt”
fundraiser benefiting City of
Hope – Préparons-nous pour
l’amusement!
On Wednesday morning, before
the tradeshow begins, there’s
another chance to take part in a fun and
rewarding event that will, in this case,
benefit military members, seniors and
children. The Helping Hands Giveback
allows EPIC participants to participate in
one or more of these activities:
• Writing notes of thanks and
encouragement for active military
members, which will be distributed
by the American Red Cross
• Painting and decorating flower
pots and filling them with flowers to
brighten up a senior’s day at a local
retirement community

• Hand-painting pillowcases
stuffed with a book for foster
children with One Heart NOLA.
These foster children often take
their belongings to new homes
in trash bags and a decorated
pillowcase is a wonderful
alternative for them to transport
their treasured possessions.
• Packing backpacks with school
supplies.
Register to participate!

RESILIENCE 2018
FRIDAY 28TH – SUNDAY 30TH SEPTEMBER
Evins Mill Retreat Center, Smithville, Tennessee

This year’s theme is
RESILIENCE. Join us
for a weekend full of
networking, learning
and relaxation to
create a mindset of
bending, but
not breaking.

Executive Member rate
$550 (shared room)
Non-Executive Member rate
$800 (includes an annual
subscription to OPWIL)
*The price to attend includes two nights of
accommodation, all meals and planned activities.

LIMITED SPACES AVAILABLE,

SO BOOK NOW!

3rd
Annual
RETREA

T

opwil.com/retreat
Questions? Contact admin@opwil.com
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OPWIL Annual
Retreat 2018
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Special guest:
Toni Bubb,
Professional
Lover of Life
and Founder/
CEO of Kizen
Life.
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EPIC 2018 EXHIBITOR LIST…
3M................................................. 907
ACCO Brands............................... 916
Accutech Data.............................. 207
Acme United Corporation........... 1209
Acroprint..................................... 1515
Alliance Rubber Company.......... 1505
Amax Inc..................................... 1313
American Tombow, Inc............... 1321
Arlington Industries/Digitek......... 1218
Artistic Products LLC.................... 113
Aster Graphics.............................. 420
Avery........................................... 1207
AVW, Inc dba Max Pro.................. 110
Baumgartens................................ 614
Bi-Silque Visual Communications /
Mastervision................................ 1117
BIC Consumer Products............... 912
Brother International...................... 313
Bush Business Furniture (BBF)... 1023
C-Line Products, Inc................... 1009
Canon USA................................... 215
Charles Leonard, Inc.................. 1019
Chartpak, Inc.............................. 1222
Chicago Lighthouse Industries..... 517
City of Hope.................................. 107
COE Distributing/OfficeSource..... 513
Crayola, LLC............................... 1108
Deflecto....................................... 1213
Dial Professional / Henkel........... 1216
DiverseID, LLC.............................. 301
Domtar.......................................... 307
ECi Software Solutions.................. 401
Eco-Products.............................. 1514
Educators Resource................... 1513
Energizer..................................... 1212
EPIC Business Essentials........... 1500
EPIC/National IPA....................... 1501
EPSON.......................................... 414
Ergotron........................................ 319
ES ROBBINS................................. 413
Essendant................................... 1107
Eurotech...................................... 1223
Fellowes........................................ 213
Fire King International................. 1407
Fiskars........................................... 514
Flash Furniture............................ 1419
Flexsteel/DMI................................ 922
Fortune Web Marketing............... 1415
Global............................................ 913
GMI Companies: Ghent,
Waddell & VividBoard................... 415
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GOJO Industries, Inc.................. 1113
Hirsh Industries............................. 204
House of Doolittle........................ 1123
HP................................................ 1013
HSM of America.......................... 1015
Iceberg Enterprises...................... 321
Iconex.......................................... 1018
Independent Stationers.............. 1417
Intertape Polymer Group............... 923
ISSA............................................... 103
JM Smucker................................ 1308
Jonti-Craft, Inc............................... 108
JP Gould Office Papers............... 1319
K.Coaching, Inc............................ 109
Katun Media Sciences.................. 618
KFI................................................. 402
Kids In Need Foundation............ 1413
Lathem Time................................. 303
Lee Products Company.............. 1508
Lesro Industries, Inc...................... 314
Liberty Laser Solutions.................. 519
LinkMax Paper Ltd...................... 1502
LMI Solutions............................... 1516
Logicblock.................................. 1422
Master Manufacturing Co., Inc..... 212
Max USA Corp............................ 1021
Maxell Corp of America................. 208
MMF Industries........................... 1418
Mooreco........................................ 917
Neenah Paper............................... 416
Nestle Professional..................... 1323
Newell Brands............................... 507
NOPA and OFDA.......................... 105
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Norstar Office Products Inc........ 1115
Office Snax.................................... 921
Office Star Products...................... 607
Officemate Intertnational Corp.... 1022
OFM............................................... 201
Pacon Corp./Dixon
Ticonderoga.................................. 616
PapaNicholas Coffee.................. 1504
Pentel of America........................ 1008
Pilot Corp. Of America................ 1409
Prima Edge, Inc............................. 115
Rayovac........................................ 400
RightAngle Products..................... 418
RJ Schinner................................... 915
Royal Sovereign.......................... 1016
Rubbermaid Commercial
Products........................................ 506
S P Richards.................................. 807
Safco/Mayline................................ 209
Samsill......................................... 1122
Samsonite..................................... 515
Saunders..................................... 1017
Screenflex..................................... 200
Sellars............................................ 317
SentrySafe/Master Lock.............. 1119
Shachihata Inc............................ 1416
ShurTech Brands.......................... 306
Smead Manufacturing Company..1007
Special T..................................... 1315
STAEDTLER-Mars....................... 1506
Storex Industries......................... 1317
STOUT by Envision....................... 112
Supplies Network........................ 1118
SYNNEX Corporation................... 219
Tabbies......................................... 202
Tarifold........................................ 1517
Tennsco........................................ 407
The HON Company..................... 1307
The United Group (TUG)............. 1512
TOPS Products.............................. 409
TriMega......................................... 101
Tripp LIte..................................... 1507
UPS............................................... 214
Verbatim........................................ 315
Veritiv Corp.................................... 615
Victor Technology......................... 521
Virco Inc........................................ 206
Vistar............................................. 909
Winix America Inc....................... 1121
Zebra Pen Corp............................. 919
Zep.............................................. 1116
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Winner’s Circle CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

If you sell office furniture and you’re not offering
commercial moving services, you’re leaving money on the
table. Money that someone else is picking up! You’re also
inviting a competitor who offers both to steal your office
furniture business.
Companies planning a move often need more than
furniture—and most prefer to buy multiple services from a
single provider. Many customers are crying out for solutions
and dealerships that step up stand to snatch a sizable slice
of business away from the troubled moving industry. Here’s
how you can diversify into office moving—one bite at a time.
1. Contact existing customers and tell them you’re exploring
the possibility of expanding your service by offering office
moving. Measure their response. Are they happy with
their present service providers? Are they excited about
your offering office moving services?
2. Don’t jumpstart your office moving by hiring a big O &
I (Office & Industrial) producer or sales person from
a mover so that he’ll bring his “book of business” (big
clients) with him to you. Naïve movers, who often follow
this strategy because it’s easy, soon discover it comes
with several pitfalls. Unless your crew is fully proficient
in moving office furniture (using a bucket brigade and
SEPTEMBER 2018

By Ed Katz

keeping furniture on the dollies on the floor of the truck),
your moves probably won’t finish on time for the price
quoted. If they don’t, your tired or fatigued movers can
have workers’ comp issues as well as cause damage to
furniture, computers, copiers, and real estate property
such as doors, elevators and walls.
Another problem with hiring big O & I producers from
a mover is that once they’re on board, many typically
pressure you to lower your rates or risk losing the book of
business they brought with them. If you do, you’ll be in the
sales rep’s revenue generation business instead of the
moving business. Your rep will make his commissions and
you’ll be left making little or no profit.
3. Diversify into office moving by building it from the ground
up. Start by offering move services to your existing clients.
Only after you master the process should you branch out
into the general market. It’s easy to get a foot in the door
making relocation calls because companies moving need
bids. Once you’re in, they’ll be more receptive to letting
you fill their furniture needs.
4. There are two ways to learn the business. The worst is to
follow my experience by attending the terrible School of
Hard Knocks, whose motto is: “I didn’t know that I didn’t
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know”. When I first started more than 40 years ago, I used
the same residential formula for estimating office moves
that most inexperienced office movers use today. This
formula was worthless! It didn’t work. I then copied other
“office” movers’ formulas of bidding per truckload. It was
even worse than using the residential formula because
we bid the competition and not the jobs. Moves still didn’t
finish on time for the price quoted and therefore we had
trouble collecting what we billed.
A better way to diversify into office moving is to enroll
in formal training so that you learn the best practice
methods for sales, customer service, and all aspects of
operations. You could hire an O & I consultant or search
the web for training.
5. Don’t chase large moves with high-revenue dollars—at
least not right away. Instead, build your brand, get your
experience and make good profits by doing smaller
moves. Bid on internal moves (one side of the floor to the
other or floor to floor within the same building) or one or
two-truck “load and go” moves.
This business model will enable you to charge a
premium price when you render a premium service.
Even if you charge double the competition on smaller
moves, you’ll get the jobs if you consistently estimate
accurately, finish on time for the price quoted and
minimize the risk of damage.
Smaller moves have other benefits, too. It’s easier to
control the customer on a two-truck move where fewer
movers compete than a 30-truckload move that everyone
wants to bid on. Less competition is one of the reasons
smaller jobs can have much higher profit margins than
larger ones. Even if your bid is double in percentage terms
on a smaller move, the actual double dollar amount can be
perceived as inconsequential to the prospect.
Another plus for you is that smaller moves are much more
flexible to complete at your convenience, whereas larger
ones are not. What happens if, at the last moment, the office
space is not finished and the move must be postponed? If it’s
a large move and you have reserved all your resources for
that job, you could end up with a black hole in your schedule.
In other words, delay could result in little or no business for
the previously scheduled weekend of the now postponed
move. If your large customer announces that he must go the
following weekend, you might already be at capacity for that
date. Superimposing his large move on top of your existing
full schedule could be disastrous.
On the other hand, if it’s a small move and it needs to be
rescheduled, you’ll generally have flexibility. You’ll likely be
able to reschedule their smaller move when it doesn’t disrupt
your existing schedule.
SEPTEMBER 2018

Finally— Cash is King. Large moves can tie up your
capital, draw down your line of credit and raise your cost
of sales with the extra interest you pay on bank loans. With
small moves, it’s easy to get a large down payment and/
or make them cash on delivery. Business 101 preaches
the importance of avoiding a negative cash flow. Unless
a company can convert its accounts receivable into cash
quickly, it could fail and go out of business even if it has a
positive net worth.
For the 24 years I was at the helm of Peachtree Movers
in Atlanta, Georgia, we called ourselves a “boutique in the
moving industry”. We chased the smaller moves and rarely
bid on the giant ones. Did we ever do large moves? Of
course, we did. When our small clients expanded, we grew
with them. We did hundreds of thousands of square foot
moves for Dun & Bradstreet, Rockwell, MCI, JLL, Travelers,
and others. However, we focused on the smaller moves that
were rarely price sensitive. This business model gave us a
50% gross profit margin after subtracting our labor, truck
and equipment depreciation, packing material costs and
sales’ commissions.
The future for office moves looks very promising. With the
economy heating up, more companies are growing and
moving because they need more office space. Faced with
attracting and retaining top employees, companies want
nicer facilities, too. All this means there are tremendous
opportunities for you in the office moving arena, so why not
exploit them?
Ed Katz is the president of the International Office Moving
Institute (IOMI®) based in Madison, MS. He can be reached
at edkatz@officemoves.com, 404-358-2172. His website is
www.officemoves.com
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By Krista Moore

Do you consider yourself a coach
in your business? The coach in a
business environment is often the one
who encourages others, builds their
confidence and helps others develop to
achieve personal and company goals.
The key to having an effective
coaching style of leadership is not
to flaunt your own knowledge or
tell people what to do, but rather
to demonstrate your ability to ask
appropriate questions and listen
effectively.
When you ask questions about
current circumstances or probe to
understand what your employees are
thinking, you’re taking an active interest
in their perspective and engaging them
in the solutions. When you allow your
employees to come up with solutions on
their own, they’re more apt to embrace
change and make improvements.
Below are some examples of effective
questioning and ways to listen actively
to continue developing your coaching
style of management.
SEPTEMBER 2018

Coaching and Questioning

Most of us recognize the difference
between open and closed questions,
but we may not always practice the
appropriate uses.
• Closed questions get a short
response or confirm your
understanding. A closed question
produces a yes, a no, or some
other short, definitive answer. Use
closed questions when you want
to focus a response. For example,
the question, “Did you get your first
order from that account?” most
likely receives either a yes or a no.
You should ask very direct
and specific closed questions
when you want to avoid any gray
areas. However, do not make
those closed questions leading
questions. An example of a leading
or rhetorical questions would be
“You got that first order from that
account, didn’t you?” Especially if
you know they did.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

• Open questions get others
exploring possibilities, so they might
think about different perspectives or
alternatives. Asking open questions
can also help them prioritize or
encourage them to share ideas and
information.
For instance, this question:
“Describe to me what you
discovered when you met with
the customer?” This generates an
explanation, not just a short yes or
no answer. Use open questions to
explore alternatives and possibilities.
To do this, ask a question that
begins with “What would happen
if…?” This will require a thoughtful
response and give you a clear
understanding of a person’s
creativity or open-mindedness about
the situation.
You can also use open questions
to encourage an individual to
examine different perspectives, as in
the question, “What are some other
things you can do?” To uncover
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information about how someone is
thinking and feeling, ask a question
like, “How do you feel about this?”
or “What do you need to do to make
this happen?”
Finally, open questions can be
closed slightly to get a more specific
response. For example, if you want
to help someone establish priorities
but still allow for elaboration, ask a
question like, “What do you think
are the three most important issues
here?” or “How do you conceive
approaching these issues?”
Typically, managers ask too many
closed questions and not enough
open questions.
Your coaching style of management
will be more effective when you
open the door for the other person
to participate in a conversation. You
will notice they will be more engaged,
appreciate your time and attention, and
take ownership of their actions.

Coaching and Listening

Let’s face it… we don’t always listen well
when others are speaking. Our thoughts
may wander onto another topic, such
as an urgent project, pressing personal
issues or where to go for lunch. On the
other hand, we may be formulating an
answer instead of focusing on what the
other person is saying.
To coach well, you must listen well,
which means, “listening actively.”
Active listening shows interest in
both the person and what is being
said. This puts the speaker at ease
and encourages them to continue,
elaborate and clarify what they are
thinking and feeling.
The more you hear, the better you
understand. Whatever the situation, the
goal is to put the person at ease and
encourage communication.

is talking and focus your attention.
This means that you do not pick up
the phone when it rings or check
your e-mail during a coaching
conversation.
• Look at the person. Don’t gaze out
the window or look at papers on your
desk. A sincere look in the eyes is a
clear indicator that they have your
attention.
• Smile. A smile shows interest and
helps put the speaker at ease. As
you hear ideas being expressed,
indicate through smiling and
nodding that you understand key
points.
• Don’t interrupt. Wait for the
speaker to finish, and give your full
attention until it is your turn to talk.
Sometimes this takes a little patience
and practice because we have
something important to contribute
and want to express it.

• Paraphrase what was said. Say
back to the speaker what you
have just heard, but in your own
words: “If I heard you correctly, you
said...” This clarifies what has been
said, prevents you from jumping
to incorrect conclusions and
indicates to the speaker that you
understand.

Verbal techniques can also help:
• Use casual phrases. When
appropriate, use short expressions
such as “I see”, “Yes” and “Tell me
more” to communicate that you are
following what is being said.
• Speak in a friendly tone of voice.
A friendly and casual tone of voice
helps create a warm atmosphere
that encourages openness.

Krista Moore is president of
K.Coaching, Inc., founder of IDGrowth
Solutions and creator of the IDGrowth
Sales Vault, a learning management
system utilized by hundreds of
independent dealers to enhance
their sales strategies, training and
leadership development. For more
information, visit the IDGrowth web
site at www.idgrowth.com.

The ultimate objective of leading
with a coaching style is achieving the
desired results through others.
Just as with sports, the coach
cannot perform for his players on
the field; rather, the coach must
teach, guide, inspire and motivate
their players to work in concert to
achieve the team’s goals. A coach in
a business environment achieves this
by listening to team members and
working closely with each of them as
individuals.

Here are several nonverbal
techniques to active listening:
• Avoid distractions. Put your other
work aside, face the person who
SEPTEMBER 2018
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Sales success happens
below the surface
By Troy Harrison

Recently, I found myself considering
moving the hosting and servicing of
my website to enhance its lead draw
and conversion rates. I approached
a professional web developer in my
networking circles; he asked me a few
quick questions, and then, looking as if
he was giving me the winning Powerball
numbers confidently responded, “I
recommend Facebook ads.”
I have nothing against Facebook
ads. They haven’t worked for me in the
past, but I know that is not a universal
experience. My follow up question was
logical: “What is it, specifically, about
my business that makes you think that
Facebook ads are a good fit?”
He responded, “Well, uh, you can
target a specific demographic with your
message, and get the click-throughs.”
I had asked a very specific question
(even using the word “specifically),
and I’d received a general answer.
For instance, he said “Your target
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demographic” instead of verbalizing
what my actual target clients look like,
what their patterns are on Facebook
and how they might respond to an ad.
I felt that, although he knew what I
did at a surface level, he really didn’t
understand what I do or how I provide
value to my clients—and that lack of
understanding makes it very difficult for
him to help market me.
To successfully sell to today’s
customer, you must get beneath the
surface. I’ve bought and sold many old
cars in my life. When you’re looking at
an old car, what lies below the surface
is vital to knowing the actual condition
of the car. That car might have shiny
paint but if it’s covering up plastic filler
and rust, that car’s not going to look
good for long. The buyer who just
buys shiny paint, and doesn’t carefully
inspect the car’s condition is going to
get a raw deal when the paint starts
cracking and bubbling.
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Too many salespeople sell in a
manner that’s as superficial as that coat
of shiny paint covering up bad metal
and structure. I think of that approach
as “surface selling”.
In surface selling, salespeople ask
questions without a structure to interpret
answers or without dedicated time to drill
down on the customer’s responses. Or,
salespeople only offer a limited selection
of solutions or recommendations. Many
times, it’s a salesperson who simply
doesn’t listen to what the customer is
saying, using the time that the customer
speaks to plot his/her next statements.
Worse, the salesperson asks a handful
of leading questions, then presents an
offering not tied to the customer’s needs.
Today’s customers demand that not
only do you know what they do, but
that you “get it”. That requires more
than just asking good questions and
it requires more than just listening or
even active listening.
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Consider two doctors. One doctor
might run a standardized set of tests,
read out the results, and tell you that
the tests say that you should take a
particular pill and that “should fix it”.
The second doctor asks you numerous
detailed questions, examines you
closely and then explains what he
thinks is wrong with you, why your body
is acting the way it is, and what—based
on his expertise—you should change
to solve the problem. Which doctor is
going to solve your problem better?
That’s the difference (from the
customer’s perspective) of surface
selling versus specific selling. The
first type sends you through the same
discovery process as everyone else
and gives you a solution that many
people hear. The second speaks
directly to you and your situation.
In the first case, if the pill doesn’t work,
the doctor will say, “The tests said that
it should have worked,” and have you
try a different pill. If the second doctor’s
solution doesn’t work, they have to admit
that they were wrong.
When you strive to understand a
customer’s unique situation and speak
directly to it, you risk being wrong—but
the rewards are numerous, including
a better closing ratio and far better
relationships. To sell this way, you
should understand:
Your Contact: First and foremost,
you should understand your contact
and his/her viewpoint as it expresses
itself in their business decisions and
approach. You should understand how
your contact is rewarded (whether the
contact is the owner of the company
or a middle manager) and how your
contact prioritizes rewards. If your
offering doesn’t fit with your contact’s
priorities, your presentation will fall flat.
The Organization: Understanding
their specific makeup and overall
organizational approach is
vital—as well as understanding the
organization’s overall position. Even in
the most struggling industries, there
are wildly successful companies—and
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solving an “industry” problem might not
have appeal if they have it figured out
already. Not every company has the
same goals. Fail to understand theirs
and your sale will be lost.
Staffing and Resources: What
internal resources are available to
implement your solution and how
enthusiastic will those people be
about doing so? Does the company
have the manpower available to
perform whatever internal functions
will be necessary to a successful
implementation? If not, can you
provide a pathway to success?
The Organizational Culture: What
are the people in the organization
all about? Are they unified around a
mission or are they simply punching
a clock and putting in their time? Is
the organization focused on task
completion or on results? If your
customer’s culture is highly change
resistant, then the very best solutions
can get mired down in resistance.

Their Value Proposition: Why do their
customers buy from them and what
keeps them coming back? Again, this is
next-level thinking, but what if instead of
endeavoring to learn enough to sell TO
your customers, you learned enough to
sell FOR them (theoretically), or at least
become an enthusiastic advocate and
referral source? Being an enthusiastic
advocate of your customer is a great
foundation for the kind of customer
relationship that can withstand both
competition and the occasional mistake
in service.
My web developer was only selling
to me at a surface level. Hence, he
won’t be getting my business. If you’re
only selling at a surface level, you’re
probably missing a lot of business
that you should be getting as well. To
eliminate surface selling, make sure
that you position yourself so that you are
ready with great and specific answers to
the question, “Why is this a solution for
MY business in particular?”

Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell
Like You Mean It!”, “The Pocket Sales
Manager,” and a Speaker, Consultant,
and Sales Navigator. He helps companies
build more profitable and productive sales
forces. To schedule a free 45-minute
Sales Strategy Review,
call 913-645-3603 or
e-mail Troy@TroyHarrison.com.
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NOT AN ADVERTISER?
Start Next Month
GOT AN ARTICLE IDEA?
We Want To Hear About It.
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